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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a notion of integral along bimonoid homomorphism.
It simultaneously generalizes the notions of integrals and cointegrals of bimonoids, i.e. an
integral along the counit (unit, resp.) morphism is an integral (a cointegral, resp.) of the bi-
monoid. Moreover, we introduce notions of normalized integral and generator integral. We
give a sufficient condition for a bimonoid homomorphism to have a normalized generator in-
tegral. We give three applications : an integral theory with respect to exactness, a construction
of a functorial integral, and an introduction of some invariants.
We also characterize the set of Fredholm homomorphisms and compute some indexes
based on more familiar settings : Hopf algebras induced by (mainly, finitely-generated abelian)
groups and their homomorphisms. We consider any nonnegative number as the characteristic
of the ground field F. If the characteristic of F is zero, then the index coincides with that in the
elementary group theory. Our study turns out to be an analogous theory of the index theory
of Fredholm operators. Finite abelian groups whose orders are coprime to the characteristic
of F play a role of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. In particular, the index is invariant under
such finite perturbations. The integer group Z plays a role of an infinite-dimensional separable
Hilbert space. If the characteristic p of the field F is positive, then an abelian group of prime-
power order has no “finite subspace”. In other words, for abelian groups of prime-power
orders G,H, a Fredholm homomorphism from FG to FH is an isomorphism.
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1. Introduction
Let A be a bialgebra over a field F. An integral of a bialgebra A is defined by an element
σ P A satisfying,
σ ¨ a “ Apaq ¨ σ “ a ¨ σ, a P A.
Here, the linear homomorphism A is the counit of A, and ¨ denotes the multiplication. For
example, for a finite group G, the sum
ř
gPG g P FG is an integral of the bialgebra FG induced
by the group G. By using the canonical linear isomorphism A – HomFpF, Aq, an integral
could be understood as a linear homomorphism σ : F Ñ A. Analogously, a cointegral of A
is defined by an linear functional σ1 : A Ñ F satisfying
pσ1 b idAq ˝ ∆Apaq “ σ1paq ¨ ηA “ ∆A ˝ pσ1 b idAqpaq.
Here, the linear homomorphism ηA is the unit of A and ∆A is the comultiplication of the
bialgebra A. For example, for a finite group G, the delta functional δ1G at the unit 1G P G is a
cointegral of the bialgebra FG.
The notion of integrals of a bialgebra was introduced by Larson and Sweedler [3]. They
showed that a finite-dimensional bialgebra A over a field (more generally, a PID) is a Hopf
algebra if and only if it has a non-singular left integral σ P A. Moreover, a finite-dimensional
Hopf algebra A over a field is semi-simple if and only if Apσq ‰ 0 where A is the counit of
A. Under these conditions, in particular, we can take such an integral σ that Apσq “ 1. In
this paper, we call such an integral by a normalized integral.
There is a general theory of algebra, coalgebra, bialgebra, and Hopf algebra : monoid,
comonoid, bimonoid and Hopf monoid in an arbitrary SMC C [5]. If the SMC C is the
category VecbF of vector spaces over F and linear homomorphisms, then they are equivalent
with the notions of coalgebra, bialgebra, and Hopf algebra. Under the generalization, the
notion of integrals of bialgebras is naturally generalized to a notion of integrals of bimonoids.
Throughout this paper, we fix a symmetric monoidal category C which has any equalizers
and coequalizers. We denote the unit object 1.
1.1. Existence of normalized generator integrals. In this paper, we introduce a notion of
integral along bimonoid homomorphism. In Definition 4.1, we define a notion of (left, right)
integral along bimonoid homomorphism and normalized integral. In Definition 5.1, we also
define a notion of generator integral.
The notion of integrals along bimonoid homomorphisms simultaneously generalizes the
notions of integrals and cointegrals of bimonoids : the notion of integrals of a bimonoid A
coincides with that of integrals along the counit A, and the notion of cointegrals of bimonoids
coincides with that of integrals along the unit ηA.
We have a typical example of integrals along bimonoid homomorphisms. Consider C “
VecbF . Let G,H be arbitrary groups and % : G Ñ H be a group homomorphism such that
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Kerp%q is finite. The homomorphism % induces a bialgebra homomorphism %˚ : FG Ñ FH.
Let µ : FH Ñ FG be a linear homomorphism determined by
µphq “
ÿ
%pgq“h
g P FG.
It is well-defined since the kernel Kerp%q is finite. By using some notions introduced in this
paper, we can characterize the linear homomorphism µ in terms of the bialgebra homomor-
phism %˚ : µ is an integral along %˚. We note that if H is the trivial group, then µ : F Ñ FG
is an integral of FG. We also note that if G is the trivial group, then µ is a cointegral of FH.
We introduced a notion of (co)small bimonoid in [2] and proved that a bimonoid has an
(co)integral if and only if it is (co)small.
Milnor and Moore defined the notion of normality of morphisms of augmented algebras
over a ring (3.3. Definition [4]) and the notion of normality of morphisms of augmented coal-
gebras over a ring (3.5. Definition [4]). They are defined by using the additive structure of the
category VecbF . We introduce a weaker notion of normality and conormality of bimonoid ho-
momorphisms which is implied by the Milnor-Moore’s definition if C “ VecbF . It is because
we do not assume such an additive category structure on C.
We use the terminology normal due to the following reason. If C “ Setsˆ, then a Hopf
monoid in that SMC is given by a group. For a group H and its subgroup G, one can determine
a set H{G which is a candidate of a cokernel of the inclusion. The set H{G (with the canonical
projection) plays a role of cokernel if and only if the image G is a normal subgroup of H. In
this example, the normality defined in this paper means that the set H{G (with the canonical
projection) is a cokernel group of the inclusion G Ñ H.
An existence of a normalized integral along a homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B is strongly related
with (co)smallness of its cokernel and kernel. In particular, for a binormal homomorphism ξ,
if there exists a normalized integral along ξ, then Kerpξq and Cokpξq are bismall. We give a
refined discussion in Corollary 4.14.
The converse is true if ξ satisfies some conditions as follows.
Main theorem 1 Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a well-decomposable homo-
morphism. If Kerpξq and Cokpξq are bismall, then there exists a unique normalized generator
integral along ξ.
Here, well-decomposable homomorphism is a homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B with a kernel, a
cokernel, a coimage and an image such that kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A is normal, cokpξq : B Ñ
Cokpξq is conormal and ξ¯ : Coimpξq Ñ Impξq is an isomorphism (see Definition 6.6).
For a well-decomposable homomorphism, we introduce a notion of Fredholm homomor-
phism (see Definition 6.7). A well-decomposable homomorphism ξ is Fredholm if Kerpξq
and Cokpξq are bismall, which is the assumption in Main theorem 1.
In this paper, we prove more general theorem rather than Main theorem 1 :
Main theorem 2 (= Theorem 6.10) Let A, B be bimonoid and ξ : A Ñ B be a weakly well-
decomposable homomorphism. If Kerpξq is small and Cokpξq is cosmall, then there exists a
unique normalized generator integral along ξ.
Here, the notion of weakly well-decomposable homomorphism (see Definition 6.6). A
weakly well-decomposable homomorphism ξ is weakly Fredholm if Kerpξq is small and
Cokpξq are cosmall, which is the assumption in Main theorem 2.
1.2. Applications of the existence of normalized generator integrals. The previous results
lead to some applications. In the following applications, we consider following assumptions
on the SMC C :
‚ (Assumption 1) The monoidal structure of C is bistable.
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‚ (Assumption 2) The additive category HopfbcpCq is an abelian category.
‚ (Assumption 3) If A is bismall Hopf monoid, then the inverse volume vol´1pAq is
invertible.
In (Assumption 1), the notion of bistable monoidal structure is defined in subsection 4.5.
[2].
In (Assumption 3), the notion of inverse volume is defined as an endomorphism on the unit
object 1 obtained by composing the normalized cointegral and the normalized integral. As a
corollary of Theorem 3.3 [6], if C is a SMC with split idempotents, then the inverse volume
defined in this paper is always invertible. We do not know an inverse volume is invertible
in general. The notion of inverse volume is thought to be a “(categorical) dimension” due to
Proposition 8.3. In fact, bismall bicommutative Hopf monoid is dualizable, and the notion of
inverse volume coincides with the notion of categorical dimension, which will be proved in
our another paper.
We apply the existence of a normalized integral along a homomorphism to give a sufficient
condition that (co)kernel of a homomorphism inherits a (co)smallness from its domain and
target. In particular, we prove that if A, B are bismall and a homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B is
well-decomposable, then ξ is Fredholm, i.e. Cokpξq and Kerpξq are bismall. We give a refined
discussion in subsection 7.1. Based on this statement, we prove the following property :
Application 1 (= Corollary 7.8) We assume (Assumption 1) and (Assumption 2). Consider
an exact sequence in the abelian category HopfbcpCq,
B1 Ñ B Ñ A Ñ C Ñ C1.
If B1, B,C,C1 are bismall bimonoids., then the bimonoid A is bismall.
Note that we assume bicommutativity and Hopf on bimonoids. It is not clear that Appli-
cation 1 can be generalized to non-bicommutative and non-Hopf bimonoids since we do not
know how to deal with exactness in such a category. Nevertheless, we partly discuss it on
non-bicommutative and non-Hopf settings in Theorem 7.5, 7.7.
Then, as the second application, we give a functoriality of integrals :
Application 2 (= Corollary 8.24) We assume (Assumption 1), (Assumption 2) and (As-
sumption 3). Let Hopfbc,FrpCq be the category of bicommutative Hopf monoids and Fredholm
bimonoid homomorphisms. There exists a functor,
p´q! : Hopfbc,FrpCqop Ñ C,
such that A! is the underlying object of a bicommutative Hopf monoid A and ξ! is an integral
along a Fredholm bimonoid homomorphism ξ.
Such an integral ξ! is not the normalized integral µξ in general. In fact, there exists a 2-
cocycle ω of the category Hopfbc,FrpCq with coefficients in the automorphism group AutCp1q
such that
µξ ˝ µξ1 “ ωpcokpξq ˝ kerpξ1qq ¨ µξ1˝ξ.
We show that the 2-cocycle ω is exact, i.e. there exists a 1-chain υ such that ω “ δυ (Propo-
sition 8.18). Moreover we can choose such a 1-chain υ that υpidAq “ id1. Then the inte-
gral ξ! is given by υpξq ¨ µξ where µξ is the unique normalized generator integral of ξ and
υpξq P AutCp1q.
In the third application, we justify the use of terminology Fredholm homomorphism by
introducing its index for the bicommutative case. If we denote by Indpξq P EndCp1q the
index of a Fredholm homomorphism ξ between bicommutative Hopf monoids, then we have
following properties :
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Application 3 (= Proposition 9.3, 9.4) We assume (Assumption 1), (Assumption 2) and
(Assumption 3). For a bicommutative Hopf monoid A and Fredholm homomorphisms ξ, ξ1
between bicommutative Hopf monoids, we have
IndpidAq “ id1,
Indpξ1 ˝ ξq “ Indpξ1q ˝ Indpξq.
In the final application, we introduce a notion of Euler characteristic of a graded bicommu-
tative Hopf monoids. It is defined by an alternative product of inverse volumes of component
bimonoids. We need (Assumption 3) to consider such an alternative product of inverse vol-
umes. It is well-known that the classical Euler characteristic of a bounded chain complex
of finite-dimensional vector spaces coincides with the Euler characteristic of its homology
theory. We have an analogous statement as follows :
Application 4 (= Proposition 9.9) We assume (Assumption 1), (Assumption 2) and (As-
sumption 3). Let A‚ be a bounded chain complex of bismall bicommutative Hopf monoids.
Let HqpA‚q be the q-th homology theory. Then we have,
χ ptHqpA‚quqPZq “ χ ptAquqPZq .
In particular, if we consider a singular homology theory H‚pK; Aq of a finite cell-complex
with coefficients in a bismall bimonoid A, then its Euler characteristic coincides with vol´1pAq´χpKq
where χpKq is the classical Euler characteristic of the cell-complex K.
1.3. Fredholm homomorphisms between abelian groups. The previous results and appli-
cations are discussed in an abstract way. In this paper, we also characterize the set of Fred-
holm homomorphisms and compute some indexes based on more familiar settings : Hopf
algebras induced by (mainly, finitely-generated abelian) groups and their homomorphisms.
We consider C “ VecbF with any nonnegative integer as the characteristic of the ground field
F. Based on those familiar settings, we examine some similarity and difference between the
Fredholm index theory and our study.
Our study turns out to be an analogous theory of the index theory of Fredholm operators
[1]. Finite abelian groups whose orders are coprime to the characteristic of the field F, roughly
speaking, play a role of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. In particular, the index is invariant
under such a finite perturbation (see Main Theorem 3). The integer group Z plays a role of
an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space (for example, see Main Theorem 4, 5). If the
characteristic p of the field F is positive, then an abelian group of prime-power order has no
“finite subspace”. In other words, for abelian groups G,H whose orders are power of p, a
Fredholm homomorphism from FG to FH is an isomorphism.
On the contrary, there are some difference between the Fredholm index theory and our
study. For a group homomorphism, we have no appropriate notion of “adjoint” maps. At
least for the case p “ 0, there does not exist a notion of “adjoint” map whose index yields an
inverse of the index of the original homomorphism (see Main Theorem 4). In addition, we do
not know how to characterize a Fredholm homomorphism by an appropriate “parametrix”.
For simplicity, we say that a group homomorphism % is Fredholm over a field F if the in-
duced Hopf algebra homomorphism F% is Fredholm. If a homomorphism % is Fredholm over
a field F, then we denote by IndFp%q P F˚ the index of the induced Hopf algebra homomor-
phism F%. Here F˚ is the subset of nonzero elements in the field F.
Recall the elementary group theory. For a group H and its subgroup G, the index of H
is defined to be the cardinality of the quotient set H{G if it is finite. We write the index by
rH : Gs P N. The notion of index of a subgroup is generalized to a notion of index of a group
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homomorphism. For groups G,H, let % : G Ñ H be a group homomorphism. Then we define
Indp f q “ 7Cokp%q{7Kerp%q P Q if the orders 7Cokp%q, 7Kerp%q are finite.
The group homomorphism % is normal if the image is normal in the target group H. We
only consider normal homomorphisms in this paper since we introduced the notions of Fred-
holmness and index only for binormal morphisms in [2], which is equivalent with the nor-
mality for group cases.
We first consider a field Fwith characteristic zero. Then the homomorphism % is Fredholm
over the field F if and only if the order of the kernel Kerp%q and the cokernel Cokp%q are
finite. Moreover the index IndFp%q coincides with the index of the group homomorphism %
explained above. These are shown in Proposition 10.3 in general field F.
If the characteristic of the field F is positive, say p ą 0, then the index of Fredholm
homomorphisms lives in F p˚ Ă F. Here, F p˚ is the subset of invertible elements in the field Fp “
t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pp ´ 1qu. The Fredholmness of Hopf algebra homomorphisms is quite different
from that in the case of characteristic zero. For example, if G “ Z{pZ,H “ 1, then the trivial
homomorphism G Ñ H is not Fredholm over the field F whereas G,H are finite groups.
Before we give our main theorems, we recall some main properties from the Fredholm
index theory. Let us denote by FredpHq the set of Fredholm operators on a (not necessarily
infinite-dimensional) Hilbert space H. For a Fredholm operator F P FredpHq, denote by
IndpFq its index :
(1) The invariance of index under compact perturbation : IndpF ` Kq “ IndpFq for a
Fredholm operator F and a compact operator K.
(2) For a Hilbert space H, the image of the index map Ind : FredpHq Ñ Z is surjec-
tive if H is infinite-dimensional and separable. The image is trivial if H is finite-
dimensional.
(3) The index map induces an isomorphism Ind : pi0pFredpHqq Ñ Z for infinite-dimensional
separable Hilbert space H.
In analogy to the above three facts, we have main theorems as follows :
Main Theorem 3 (Proposition 10.5, 10.10) (Invariance under “finite” perturbation) Let F
be a field which characteristic p ě 0. Let G,H be abelian groups and % : G Ñ H be a group
homomorphism which is Fredholm over F. Suppose that a group homomorphism ε : G Ñ H
has a finite image, i.e. 7εpGq ă 8, and the order 7εpGq is coprime to p. Then the group
homomorphism p%` εq : G Ñ H is Fredholm over F and we have
IndFp%` εq “ IndFp%q.(1)
Main Theorem 4 (Proposition 10.8, 10.14) (Image of the index map) Let G be a finitely
generated abelian group. Denote by IndFpFredFpGqq the image of the index map. We intro-
duce a notation Xp by
Xp “
#
N pp “ 0q
F p˚ pp ą 0q
(2)
Then we have,
IndFpFredFpGqq “
#
t1u p7G ă 8q
Xp p7G “ 8q(3)
Main Theorem 5 (Proposition 10.9, 10.15) (Fredholm endomorphisms on Z) The index
map IndF : FredFpZq Ñ Xp induces
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(1) (p “ 0) an isomorphism IndF : FredFpZq{signs Ñ N which coincides with the
absolute values.
(2) (p ą 0) a surjection IndF : FredFpZq Ñ F p˚, which coincides with the canonical
projection ZzpZÑ F p˚.
In this paper, we also compute the set of Fredholm homomorphisms between finitely gen-
erated abelian groups. In other words, we give some equivalent conditions of Fredholmness
by assuming that G,H are finitely generated abelian groups :
Main Theorem 6 (Proposition 10.7, 10.13) (Conditions equivalent with Fredholmness)
Let G,H be finitely generated abelian groups and f : G Ñ H be a group homomorphism.
Suppose that we are given a decomposition G – G0ˆG1ˆG2 such that G1ˆG2 is the torsion
part such that
(1) The order 7G1 “ pk for a positive integer k.
(2) The order 7G2 is coprime to p.
We also consider such a decomposition H – H0 ˆ H1 ˆ H2 for the group H. Note that the
homomorphism f is decomposed into the following matrix representation under the decom-
position.
f “
¨˝
f00 0 0
f10 f11 0
f20 0 f22
‚˛(4)
Then the homomorphism f is Fredholm over the field F if and only if
(1) We have rankpGq “ rankpHq.
(2) The determinant detp f00q P Z is coprime to p ě 0.
(3) f11 is an isomorphism.
Moreover, if f is Fredholm over the field F, then we have IndFp f q “ IndFp f00q.
Before we close the introduction, we address a question. Recall the previous example of
%˚ : FG Ñ FH and µ : FH Ñ FG. Consider ξ “ %˚, A “ FG, B “ FH. The assumption in
Main theorem 1 is satisfied only for the case that %pGq Ă H is normal. Even though the linear
homomorphism µ is characterized by an integral along the homomorphism %˚, the bialgebra
homomorphism %˚ is not well-decomposable in general since the image of % is not a normal
subgroup of H in general.
Question Is it possible to generalize Main theorem 1 or Main theorem 2 for non well-
decomposable homomorphisms?
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we give a review of the notion of
(co,bi)small bimonoids [2] and its relation with (co)integrals. In section 3, we define a notion
of (co,bi)normality of bimonoid homomorphisms. In subsection 4.1, we introduce the notion
of (normalized) integral along bimonoid homomorphisms and give some basic properties. In
subsection 4.2, we prove the uniqueness of a normalized integral. In subsection 4.3, we give
a construction of an (co)integral of a (co)kernel from an integral along a homomorphism.
In subsection 5.1, we introduce a notion of generator integral and give some basic proper-
ties. In subsection 5.2, by using a normalized generator integral, we show an isomorphism
between the set of endomorphisms on the unit object 1 and the set of integrals. In subsec-
tion 6.1, we prove a key lemma for Main theorem 2. In subsection 6.2, we introduce two
notions of (weakly) well-decomposable homomorphism and (weakly) Fredholm homomor-
phism. Moreover, we prove Main theorem 2. In subsection 6.3, we show a commutativity of
a square diagram consisting of some homomorphisms and some integrals. In subsection 7.1,
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we give some conditions where Kerpξq, Cokpξq inherits a (co)smallness from that of the do-
main and the target of ξ. In subsection 7.2, we discuss some conditions for (co)smallness of a
bimonoid to be inherited from an exact sequence. In subsection 8.1, we introduce the notion
of inverse volume of bismall bimonoids. In subsection 8.2, we discuss a relation between
two composable integrals and their composition. In subsection 8.3, we construct functorial
integrals with some assumptions on the SMC C. In subsection 9.1, we introduce the notion
of index of Fredholm homomorphisms and give some basic properties. In subsection 9.2, we
introduce the notion of Euler characteristic of graded bicommtative Hopf monoids and give
some basic properties. In section 10, we prove Main theorem 3, 4, 5, 6. In subsection 10.2,
we prove Main theorem 3, 4, 5, 6 by assuming that the ground field F has a characteristic of
zero. In subsection 10.3, we prove Main theorem 3, 4, 5, 6 by assuming that the ground field
F has a positive characteristic.
Acknowledgements
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2. Review of integrals and small bimonoids
In this section, we review the notion of (co)small bimonoid [2]. We explain a fact that the
condition of (co)smallness is equivalent with an existence of a normalized (co)integral. As
a corollary, the full subcategory of (co)small bimonoids in a SMC C forms a sub SMC of
BimonpCq.
We also give a proposition with respect to (co)integrals, which does not appear in [2] :
Proposition 2.7.
For a SMC C, we denote by HopfbcpCq the category of bicommutative Hopf monoids in
C. Then it is well-known that the convolution of two morphisms induces an additive category
structure on HopfbcpCq.
We use a notation of left (right) (co)actions following our another paper [2]. Recall that
if pA, α, Xq is a left action in C, i.e. A is a bimonoid, X is an object and α : A b X Ñ X is
a morphism satisfying the unit axiom and the associative axiom, then we define an invariant
object αzzX and a stabilized object αzX which satisfy some universality respectively. In
particular, an invariant object is given by a subobject of X and a stabilized object is given by
a quotient object of X.
Definition 2.1 (section 5 [2]). Let C be a SMC. Let pA, α, Xq be a left action in C. We define
a morphism αγ : αzzX Ñ αzX in C by composing the canonical morphisms X Ñ αzX and
αzzX Ñ X. Likewise, we define γα : X{{α Ñ X{α for a right action pX, α, Aq, βγ : β{Y Ñ
β{{Y for a left coaction pB, β,Yq, γβ : YzβÑ Yzzβ for a right coaction pY, β, Bq.
Definition 2.2. Let A, B be bimonoids in C and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism.
The bimonoid homomorphism ξ induces a left action pA, αÑξ , Bq, a right action pB, αÐξ , Aq
and a right coaction pA, βÐξ , Bq, a left coaction pB, βÑξ , Aq as follows.
αÑξ : Ab B ξbidBÑ Bb B ∇BÑ B,
αÐξ : Bb A idBbξÑ Bb B ∇BÑ B,
βÐξ : A
∆AÑ Ab A idAbξÑ Ab B.
βÑξ : A
∆AÑ Ab A ξbidAÑ Bb A.
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We briefly denote αÑξ γ “ξ γ, γαÐξ “ γξ and γβ
Ð
ξ “ γξ, βÑξ γ “ξ γ.
Definition 2.3 (section 5 [2]). A bimonoid A is small if
‚ An invariant object αÑidAzzA and a stabilized object αÑidAzA exist.‚ An invariant object A{{αÐidA and a stabilized object A{αÐidA exist.‚ The morphisms γα, α1γ are isomorphisms for any left action pA, α, Xq and any right
action pX1, α1, A1q respectively.
A bimonoid B is cosmall if
‚ An invariant object βÑidB{{B and a stabilized object βÑidB{B exist.‚ An invariant object BzzβÐidB and a stabilized object BzβÐidB exist.
‚ The morphisms γβ, β1γ are isomorphisms for any left action pB, β,Yq and any right
action pY 1, β1, B1q respectively.
A bimonoid A is bismall if the bimonoid A is small and cosmall.
We use subscript ‘bs’ to denote ‘bismall’. For example, HopfbspCq is a full subcategory of
HopfpCq formed by bismall Hopf monoids.
Definition 2.4. Let pA, α, Xq be a left action. For a morphism ϕ : 1 Ñ A, we define an
endomorphism Lαpϕq : X Ñ X by a composition
Lαpϕq def.“
ˆ
X
l´1XÑ 1b X ϕbidXÑ Ab X αÑ X
˙
.
Analogously, we define an endomorphism Rαpϕq : X Ñ X for a right action pX, α, Aq.
Let pB, β,Yq be a right coaction. For a morphism ψ : B Ñ 1, we define an endomorphism
Rβpψq : Y Ñ Y by a composition
Rβpψq def.“
´
Y βÑ Y b B idYbψÑ Y b 1 rYÑ Y
¯
.
Analogously, we define an endomorphism Lβpψq : Y Ñ Y for a left action pB, β,Yq.
Definition 2.5. Let D be a category. A morphism p : X Ñ X is an idempotent if p ˝ p “ p.
A retract of an idempotent p is given by pXp, ι, piq where ι : Xp Ñ X, pi : X Ñ Xp are
morphisms in D such that pi ˝ ι “ idXp and ι ˝ pi “ p. If an idempotent p has a retract, then p
is called a split idempotent.
Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 5.9. [2]). Let A be a bimonoid in C. The bimonoid A is small
(cosmall, resp.) if and only if A has a normalized integral (cointegral, resp.). In particular, the
bimonoid A is bismall if and only if A has a normalized integral and a normalized cointegral.
Moreover, if A is bismall for a left action pA, α, Xq, we haveˆ
X Ñ αzX αγ´1Ñ αzzX Ñ X
˙
“ LαpσAq.
The idempotent
`
α ˝ pσA b idXq ˝ l´1X
˘
is a split idempotent whose retract is given by αzzX –
αzX. We have analogous statements with respect to right actions, left coactions, right coac-
tions.
Proposition 2.7. Let A, B be bimonoids. Let σA be a normalized integral of A. Let ξ : A Ñ B
be a bimonoid homomorphism. If there exists a morphism ξ1 : B Ñ A in C such that ξ ˝ ξ1 “
idA, then ξ ˝σA is a normalized integral of B. In particular, if A is small and there exists such
ξ1, then B is small. We also have a dual statement.
Proof. The morphism ξ ˝ σA : 1Ñ B is a right integral due to Figure 1. It can be verified to
be a left integral in a similar way.
Moreover, it is normalized since we have ξ ˝ ξ ˝ σA “ A ˝ σA “ id1. 
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Figure 1.
3. Normal homomorphism
In this section, we define a notion of (co,bi)normality of bimonoid homomorphism. We
prove that for some SMC C, every homomorphism between bicommutative Hopf monoids is
binormal.
Definition 3.1. Let D be a category with a zero object, i.e. an initial object which is simul-
taneously a terminal object. Let A, B be objects of D and ξ : A Ñ B be a morphism in
D. A cokernel of ξ is given by a pair pCokpξq, cokpξqq of an object Cokpξq and a morphism
cokpξq : B Ñ Cokpξq, which gives a coequalizer of ξ : A Ñ B and 0 : A Ñ B in D.
A kernel of ξ is given by a pair pKerpξq, kerpξqq of an object Kerpξq and a morphism
kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A, which gives an equalizer of ξ : A Ñ B and 0 : A Ñ B in D.
Note that the categories BimonpCq have zero objects.
Definition 3.2 (Normality of homomorphism). Let A, B be bimonoids. A bimonoid homo-
morphism ξ : A Ñ B is normal if there exists a bimonoid structure on the stabilized objects
αÑξ zB, B{αÑξ such that the canonical morphisms pi : B Ñ αÑξ zB, p˜i : B Ñ B{αÐξ are bimonoid
homomorphisms and the pairs pαÑξ zB, piq, pB{αÐξ , p˜iq give cokernels of ξ in BimonpCq.
A bimonoid homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B is conormal if there exists bimonoid structures
on the stabilized objects AzβÐξ , βÑξ {A such that the canonical morphisms ι : AzβÐξ Ñ A,
ι˜ : βÑξ {A Ñ A are bimonoid homomorphisms and the pair pAzβÐξ , ιq, pβÑξ {A, ι˜q give kernels
of ξ in BimonpCq.
A bimonoid homomrphism ξ : A Ñ B is binormal if it is normal and conormal in
BimonpCq.
Remark 3.3. We carry out almost all the discussion on bimonoids throughout this paper
except for Corollary 7.8, subsection 8.3 and section 9. Even if A, B are bicommutative Hopf
monoids in Definition 3.2, we do not require that the bimonoid structure on αÑξ zB, B{αÑξ
should be bicommutative Hopf monoid structure.
Proposition 3.4. Let A be a bimonoid in C. The identity idA is binormal in BimonpCq.
Proof. It follows from the canonical isomorphisms αÑidAzA Ñ 1 “ CokpidAq Ð A{αÐidA , and
AzβÐidA Ð 1Ñ βÑidA{A. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that the monoidal structure of C is stable (costable, resp.). Then ev-
ery bimonoid homomorphism between bicommutative bimonoids is normal (conormal, resp.).
In particular, if the monoidal structure of C is bistable, then every bimonoid homomorphism
between bicommutative bimonoids is binormal.
Proof. Let A, B be bicommutative bimonoids in a SMC C and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid
homomorphism. Note that the left action pA, αÑξ , Bq has a natural bicommutative bimonoid
structure in the SMC ActlpCq. It is due to the bicommutativity of A, B : We only explain its
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monoid structure here. Since B is a bicommutative bimonoid, ∇B : Bb B Ñ B is a bimonoid
homomorphism. In particular, ∇B is compatible with the actions, i.e. the following diagram
commutes.
pAb Aq b pBb Bq Bb B
Ab B B
αÑξ b˜αÑξ
∇Ab∇B ∇B
αÑξ
Since ηB : 1Ñ B is a bimonoid homomorphism, the following diagram commutes.
1b 1 1
Ab B B
–
ηAbηB ηB
αÑξ
Hence, they induces a monoid structure on pA, αÑξ , Bq in the SMC ActlpCq. Likewise, pA, αÑξ , Bq
has a comonoid structure and finally a bicommutative bimonoid structure.
By the assumption that the monoidal structure of C is stable, the stabilization of pA, αÑξ , Bq,
i.e. αÑξ zB has a bicommutative bimonoid structure.
The canonical morphism pi : B Ñ αÑξ zB is a bimonoid homomorphism with respect to
the bimonoid structure on αÑξ zA. In fact, the commutative diagram (5) induces a bimonoid
homomorphism p1, αÑηB , Bq Ñ pA, αÑξ , Bq between actions.
(5)
1 B
A B
ηB
ηA idB
ξ
It induces a bimonoid homomorphism via the stabilization,
B – αÑηBzB Ñ αÑξ zB.
It coincides with pi : B Ñ αÑξ zB by definitions.
Let us show that pαÑξ zB, piq is a cokernel of ξ. Let C be another bimonoid and ϕ : B Ñ C
be a bimonoid homomorphism. It coequazlies the action αÑξ and the trivial action τA,B so that
it induces a unique morphism ϕ¯ : αÑξ zB Ñ C such that ϕ¯ ˝ pi “ ϕ. All that remain is to prove
that ϕ¯ is a bimonoid homomorphism.
‚ ϕ¯ preserves units : ϕ¯ ˝ ηαÑξ zB “ ϕ¯ ˝ pi ˝ ηB “ ϕ ˝ ηB “ ηC.
‚ ϕ¯ preserves counits : It suffices to show that pC ˝ ϕ¯q ˝ pi “ αÑξ zB ˝ pi due to the
universality of αÑξ zB. In fact, we have C ˝ ϕ¯ ˝ pi “ C ˝ ϕ “ B “ αÑξ zB ˝ pi.
‚ ϕ¯ preserves multiplications : Note that pαÑξ b˜αÑξ qzpBbBq – αÑξ zBbαÑξ zB since the
monoidal structure of C is stable. It suffices to prove that ∇C ˝ pϕ¯b ϕ¯q ˝ ppib piq “ ϕ¯ ˝
∇αÑξ zB˝ppibpiq. In fact, ∇C˝pϕ¯bϕ¯q˝ppibpiq “ ∇C˝pϕbϕq “ ϕ˝∇B “ ϕ¯˝∇αÑξ zB˝ppibpiq.
‚ ϕ¯ preserves comultiplications : It suffices to prove that pϕ¯bϕ¯q˝∆αÑξ zB˝pi “ ∆C ˝ϕ¯˝pi.
In fact, we have pϕ¯b ϕ¯q ˝ ∆αÑξ zB ˝ pi “ pϕb ϕq ˝ ∆B “ ∆C ˝ ϕ “ ∆C ˝ ϕ¯ ˝ pi.
It completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that the monoidal structure of C is stable (costable, resp.). Then a
cokernel (kernel, resp.) in BimonpCq is a cokernel (kernel, resp.) in HopfbcpCq.
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 3.5, the bimonoid structure is induced by that of the action
pA, αÑξ , Bq. Since A, B are bicommutative, the bimonoid structure pA, αÑξ , Bq is bicommu-
tative. Hence, the induced bimonoid structure on αÑξ zB is bicommutative. Moreover, the
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antipode on B induces an antipode on the bimonoid αÑξ zB. In fact, in the proof of 3.5, if we
consider C “ αÑξ zB, ϕ “ pi ˝ S B, then it induces a morphism ϕ¯ : αÑξ zB Ñ αÑξ zB such that
ϕ¯ ˝ pi “ pi ˝ S B. Then ϕ¯ is verified to be an antipode on αÑξ zB by definitions. 
4. Integral along bimonoid homomorphism
4.1. Basic properties. In this subsection, we introduce the notion of an integral along a
homomorphism and examine its basic properties. They are defined for bimonoid homomor-
phisms whereas the notion of (co)integrals is defined for bimonoids. In fact, it is a general-
ization of (co)integrals (Proposition 4.5).
Definition 4.1. Let A, B be bimonoids in a SMC C and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomor-
phism.
A morphism µ : B Ñ A in C is a right integral along ξ if the diagrams (6), (7) commute.
A morphism µ : B Ñ A in C is a left integral along ξ if the diagrams (8), (9) commute.
A morphism µ : B Ñ A in C is an integral along ξ if it is a right integral along ξ and a left
integral along ξ.
An integral (or a right integral, a left integral) is normalized if the diagram (10) commutes.
(6)
Bb A Ab A A
Bb B B
µbidA
idBbξ
∇A
∇B
µ
(7)
B Bb B Ab B
A Ab A
∆B
µ
µbidB
∆A
idAbξ
(8)
Ab B Ab A A
Bb B B
idAbµ
ξbidB
∇A
∇B
µ
(9)
B Bb B Bb A
A Ab A
∆B
µ
idBbµ
∆A
ξbidA
(10)
A B
B A
ξ
ξ
µ
ξ
We denote by Intlpξq, Intrpξq, Intpξq the set of left integrals along ξ, the set of right integrals
along ξ, the set of integrals along ξ respectively.
Remark 4.2. Note that µ : B Ñ A in previous definition is not a bimonoid homomorphism,
i.e. not a morphism in HopfpCq.
Remark 4.3. The commutative diagrams in Definition 4.1 can be understood by using some
string diagrams in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.
Example 4.4. Let F be a field. Let G,H be arbitrary groups and % : G Ñ H be a group
homomorphism such that Kerp%q is finite. The homomorphism % induces a bialgebra ho-
momorphism %˚ : FG Ñ FH. Let µ : FH Ñ FG be a linear homomorphism determined
by
µphq “
ÿ
%pgq“h
g P FG.
It is well-defined since the kernel Kerpξq is finite. Then it is an integral along the homomor-
phism %˚.
In fact, Intp%˚q is a one-dimensional linear space generated by µ P Intp%˚q.
Moreover, if the characteristic of the field F does not divide the order 7Kerpξq, then
p7Kerpξqq´1 ¨ µ is normalized.
Recall that we write by IntrpAq, IntlpAq, IntpAq the set of right integrals, left integrals and
integrals in A. Likewise, we write by ContrpAq,CointlpAq,CointpAq the set of right coin-
tegrals, left cointegrals and cointegrals in A. An (left or right) integral σ is normalized if
A ˝ σ “ id1. An (left or right) cointegral σ is normalized if σ ˝ ηA “ id1. The notion of
integral along a homomorphism is a simultaneous generalization of (co)integrals [2] in the
following sense.
Proposition 4.5. Let A be a bimonoid in a SMC C. We have,
IntrpAq “ IntrpAq, IntlpAq “ IntlpAq,
IntrpηAq “ CointrpAq, IntlpηAq “ CointlpAq.
In particular, we have
IntpAq “ IntpAq,
IntpηAq “ CointpAq.
Under these equalities, the normality is preserved.
Proof. We only prove that IntrpAq “ IntrpAq.
Let µ P IntrpAq. Then by (6), we have ∇A ˝ pµ b idAq “ rA ˝ pµ b Aq, i.e. µ is a right
integral.
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Suppose that σ P IntrpAq. Then σ satisfies the commutative diagram (6). On the other
hand, (7) is automatic since B “ 1.
Note that µ P IntrpAq is normalized ,i.e. A ˝ µ ˝ A “ A, if and only if A ˝ µ “ id1. It
completes the proof. 
Proposition 4.6. If a bimonoid homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B is an isomorphism, then we have
ξ´1 P Epξq. Here, E denotes Intr, Intl or Int. In particular, idA P EpidAq for any bimonoid A.
Proof. We only prove the case for E “ Intr.
The first claim is proved as follows :
∇A ˝ pξ´1 b idAq “ ∇A ˝ pξ´1 b ξ´1q ˝ pidB b ξq
“ ξ´1 ˝ ∇B ˝ pidB b ξq.
Here we use the assumption that ξ is a bimonoid homomorphism. Similarly, we also have
pξ´1 b idAq ˝ ∆A “ pidA b ξq ˝ ξ´1. Hence, ξ´1 P Intrpξq. 
Proposition 4.7. We have Epid1q “ EndCp1q. Here, E denotes either Intr, Intl or Int.
Proof. We only prove the case for E “ Intr.
The second claim is proved as follows : Let ϕ P EndCp1q. Then
∇1 ˝ pϕb id1q “ r1 ˝ pϕb id1q
“ ξ ˝ ∇1.
It implies that ϕ P Intrpid1q. 
Proposition 4.8. The composition of morphisms induces a map,
Epξ1q ˆ Epξq Ñ Epξ1 ˝ ξq; pµ1, µq ÞÑ µ ˝ µ1.
Here, E denotes Intr, Intl or Int.
Proof. We only prove the case for E “ Intr.
The final claim is proved as follows : Let ξ : A Ñ B, ξ1 : B Ñ C be bimonoid homomor-
phisms. Let µ P Intrpξq and µ1 P Intrpξ1q.
∇A ˝ ppµ ˝ µ1q b idAq “ ∇A ˝ pµb idAq ˝ pµ1 b idAq
“ µ ˝ ∇B ˝ pµ1 b ξq
“ µ ˝ µ1 ˝ ∇C ˝ pidA b pξ1 ˝ ξqq .
Hence, we obtain µ ˝ µ1 P Intrpξ1 ˝ ξq. 
4.2. Uniqueness of normalized integral. In this subsection, we prove the uniqueness of
normalized integrals along homomorphisms. It is a generalization of the uniqueness of nor-
malized (co)integrals of bimonoids.
Proposition 4.9 (Uniqueness of normalized integral). Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homo-
morphism. Suppose that µ P Intrpξq, µ1 P Intlpξq are normalized. Then we have
µ “ µ1 P Intpξq.
In particular, a normalized integral along ξ is unique if exists.
Proof. It is proved by two equalities µ “ µ ˝ ξ ˝ µ1 (Figure 3) and µ1 “ µ ˝ ξ ˝ µ1 (Figure 4).

Corollary 4.10. Let µ P Intpξq be normalized. Then we have
‚ µ ˝ ξ ˝ µ “ µ.
‚ µ ˝ ξ : A Ñ A is an idempotent on A.
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Figure 3.
Figure 4.
‚ ξ ˝ µ : B Ñ B is an idempotent on B.
Proof. By direct verification, µ1 “ µ˝ ξ ˝µ is an integral along ξ. Also, µ1 is normalized since
ξ ˝µ1 ˝ ξ “ ξ ˝µ ˝ ξ ˝µ ˝ ξ “ ξ by the normality of µ. It completes the proof of the first claim.
The other claims follow from the first claim. 
4.3. Induced integral of Kerpξq and cointegral of Cokpξq. An existence of a normalized
integral along a homomorphism ξ is strongly related with an existence of a normlaized inte-
gral of Kerpξq and a cointegral Cokpξq. In this section, we define an integral Fˇpµq of Kerpξq
from an integral µ along ξ when ξ is conormal. Hence, the smallness of Kerpξq is a necessary
condition for a conormal homomorphism ξ to have a normalized integral along ξ. We also
define a cointegral Fˆpµq of Cokpξq from a cointegral along ξ when ξ is normal. Likewise,
the cosmallness of Cokpξq is a necessary condition for a normal homomorphism ξ to have a
normalized integral along ξ.
Lemma 4.11. Let µ P Intrpξq. Then µ ˝ ηB : 1 Ñ A equalizes the homomorphism ξ and the
trivial homomorphism ηB ˝ A, i.e. ξ ˝ pµ ˝ ηBq “ ηB ˝ A ˝ pµ ˝ ηBq.
Proof. It is verified by Figure 5. 
Figure 5.
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Definition 4.12. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism. Let
µ P Intrpξq. If ξ is conormal, a morphism Fˇpµq : 1 Ñ Kerpξq is defined as follows. By
Lemma 4.11, µ ˝ ηB is decomposed into
1
ϕÑ AzβÐξ Ñ A.
Since ξ is conormal, we use the isomorphism AzβÐξ – Kerpξq to define Fˇpµq : 1Ñ Kerpξq.
If ξ is normal, we define a morphism Fˆpµq : Cokpξq Ñ 1 in an analogous way, i.e. A ˝ µ
is decomposed into
B Ñ Cokpξq FˆpµqÑ 1.
Theorem 4.13. Let ξ : A Ñ B a bimonoid homomorphsim. Suppose that ξ is conormal. Let
µ P Intrpξq. Then Fˇpµq is defined and it is a right integral of Kerpξq. If µ is normalized, then
Fˇpµq is normalized.
For a normal ξ, Fˆpµq is defined and it is a right cointegral of Cokpξq. If µ is normalized,
then Fˇpµq and Fˆpµq are normalized.
Proof. We only prove the case of Fˇpµq. For simplicity, let us write j “ kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A.
We prove that ∇Kerpξq ˝ pFˇpµq b idKerpξqq “ Fˇpµq b Kerpξq. Due to the universality of kernels,
it suffices to show that j ˝ ∇Kerpξq ˝ pFˇpµq b idKerpξqq “ j ˝ Fˇpµq b Kerpξq. See Figure 6.
Let us prove that Fˇpµq is normalized if µ is normalized. It is shown by the following direct
calculation :
Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµq “ A ˝ kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµq
“ A ˝ µ ˝ ηB
“ B ˝ ξ ˝ µ ˝ ξ ˝ ηA
“ B ˝ ξ ˝ ηA p7 µ : normalizedq
“ id1
Figure 6.

Corollary 4.14. Let ξ : A Ñ B a bimonoid homomorphsim. Suppose that there exists a
normalized integral along ξ. If ξ is conormal, then Kerpξq is small. If ξ is normal, then
Cokpξq is cosmall.
5. Generator integrals
5.1. Basic properties. In this subsection, we define the notion of generator with respect to
integrals.
The terminology is motivated by Proposition 5.2, Proposition 5.3, which says that it plays
a role of generator of (co)integrals of bimonoids. In fact, in subsection 5.2, we will prove
Theorem 5.10 which exactly justify the terminology.
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Definition 5.1. Let µ be an integral along a bimonoid homomorphism ξ. The integral µ is a
generator if the following two diagrams below commute for any µ1 P Intrpξq Y Intlpξq :
(11)
B A
A B
µ1
µ1
ξ
µ
(12)
B A
A B
µ1
µ
ξ
µ1
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a bimonoid. Let σ be an integral along the counit A. The integral
σ is a generator if and only if for any σ1 P pIntrpAq Y IntlpAqq “ pIntrpAq Y IntlpAqq
σ1 “ pA ˝ σ1q ¨ σ.
In particular, if an integral σ is normalized, then σ is a generator.
Proof. Let σ be a generator. Then the commutative diagram (11) proves the claim.
Let σ1 P IntlpAq “ IntlpAq. Suppose that σ1 “ pA ˝ σ1q ¨ σ. Since σ1 is a left integral of
A, we have pA ˝ σ1q ¨σ “ ∇A ˝ pσbσ1q “ pA ˝σq ¨σ1. Hence, we obtain σ1 “ pA ˝σq ¨σ1,
which is equivalent with (12). We can repeat the proof for a right integral σ1.
We prove that if σ is normalized, then it is a generator. Let σ1 P IntrpAq. Then σ1 ˚ σ “
pA ˝ σq ¨ σ1 “ σ1 since σ is normalized. We also have σ1 ˚ σ “ pA ˝ σ1q ¨ σ since σ is an
integral. Hence, we obtain σ1 “ pA ˝ σ1q ¨ σ. We leave the proof for σ1 P IntlpAq to the
readers. It completes the proof. 
We have an analogous statement as follows. The proof is parallel with that of the previous
proposition.
Proposition 5.3. Let A be a bimonoid. Let σ be an integral along the unit ηA. The integral σ
is a generator if and only if for any σ1 P pIntrpηAq Y IntlpηAqq “ pCointrpAq YCointlpAqq
σ1 “ pσ1 ˝ ηAq ¨ σ.
Remark 5.4. There exists a bimonoid A with a generator integral which is not normalized.
For example, finite-dimensional Hopf algebra which is not semi-simple (equivalently, not
involutive) is such an example.
Proposition 5.5. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid isomorphism. Recall that ξ´1 is an integral
of ξ by Proposition 4.6. The integral ξ´1 is a generator.
Proof. It is verified directly by definitions. 
5.2. Computation of Intpξq. In this subsection, we compute Intpξq by using Fˇ, Fˆ in Defini-
tion 4.12. The main result in this subsection is that if ξ has a normalized generator integral,
then Intpξq is isomorphic to EndCp1q, the endomorphism set of the unit 1 P C.
Definition 5.6. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a homomorphism with a kernel
bimonoid Kerpξq. Let ϕ P MorCp1,Kerpξqq and µ P Intrpξq. We define ϕ ˙ µ P MorCpB, Aq
by
ϕ˙ µ def.“
ˆ
B
l´1BÑ 1b B ϕbidBÑ Kerpξq b B kerpξqbµÑ Ab A ∇AÑ A
˙
µ¸ ϕ def.“
ˆ
B
r´1BÑ Bb 1 idBbϕÑ Bb Kerpξq µbkerpξqÑ Ab A ∇AÑ A
˙
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Remark 5.7. The definitions of ϕ˙ µ and µ¸ϕ can be understood via some string diagrams
in Figure 7.
Figure 7.
Proposition 5.8. Let µ P Intrpξq. Then we have
‚ ϕ˙ µ P Intrpξq.
‚ µ¸ ϕ “ pKerpξq ˝ ϕq ¨ µ P Intrpξq.
Proof. For simplicity we denote j “ kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A. We show that ϕ ˙ µ P Intrpξq.
The axiom (6) is verified by Figure 8. The axiom (7) is verified by Figure 9. Note that the
target of ϕ needs to be Kerpξq to verify Figure 9.
We show that µ ¸ ϕ “ pKerpξq ˝ ϕq ¨ µ P Intrpξq. The equality is verified by Figure 10.
Since µ P Intrpξq, µ¸ ϕ lives in Intrpξq.
Figure 8.

Lemma 5.9. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a homomorphism which is conormal. Let µ be a generator
integral along ξ. For an integral µ1 P Intpξq, we have
Fˇpµ1q ˙ µ “ µ1.
In particular, Fˇ : Intpξq Ñ IntpKerpξqq is injective.
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Figure 9.
Figure 10.
Proof.
Fˇpµ1q ˙ µ “ ∇A ˝
`pkerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1qq b µ˘ ˝ l´1B
“ ∇A ˝ ppµ1 ˝ ηBq b µq ˝ l´1B p7 Definition ofFˇpµ1qq
“ µ1 ˝ ∇A ˝ pηB b pξ ˝ µqq ˝ l´1B
“ µ1 ˝ ξ ˝ µ
“ µ1 p7 µ : generatorq

Theorem 5.10. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism which is either conormal
or normal. Let µ be a normalized integral along ξ, which is a generator. Then the map
EndCp1q Ñ Intpξq ; λ ÞÑ λ ¨ µ is a bijection.
Proof. We only prove the statement for conormal ξ. It suffices to replace Fˇpµq with Fˆpµq for
normal ξ and other discussion with a dual one.
We claim that Intpξq Ñ EndCp1q; µ1 ÞÑ Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1q gives an inverse map. It suffices to
prove that µ1 “ `Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1q˘ ¨ µ and Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpλ ¨ µq “ λ. The latter one follows from
Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµq “ id1 which is nothing but the normality of Fˇpµq by Theorem 4.13. We show
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the former one by calculating Fˇpµ1q ˙ µ in a different way as follows.
Fˇpµ1q ˙ µ “ ∇A ˝
`pkerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1qq b µ˘ ˝ l´1B
“ µ ˝ ∇B ˝ ppξ ˝ kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1qq b idBq ˝ l´1B
“ µ ˝ ∇B ˝ ppηB ˝ Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1qq b idBq ˝ l´1B
“ `Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1q˘ ¨ µ
By Lemma 5.9, Fˇpµ1q ˙ µ “ µ1, so that µ1 “ `Kerpξq ˝ Fˇpµ1q˘ ¨ µ. 
6. Existence of normalized generator integral
In this section, we give a sufficient condition for a normalized generator integral along a
homomorphism exists. By Proposition 4.9, such a normalized generator integral is unique.
6.1. Key Lemma.
Key Lemma 6.1. Let A, B be bimonoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism.
(1) Suppose that A is small, in particular, the canonical morphism ξγ : αÑξ zzB Ñ αÑξ zB
is an isomorphism. Let
µ0 “
ˆ
αÑξ zB pξγq
´1Ñ αÑξ zzB Ñ B
˙
.
If αÑξ zB has a bimonoid structure such that the canonical morphism pi : B Ñ αÑξ zB
is a bimonoid homomorphism, then we have
‚ µ0 P Intrppiq. In particular, Intrppiq ‰ H.
‚ pi ˝ µ0 “ idαÑξ zB. In particular, µ0 is normalized.‚
µ0 ˝ pi “ LαÑξ pσAq.
Here ,σA is the normalized integral of A and αÑξ : A b B Ñ B is the induced
action by the homomorphism ξ.
If B is commutative, then µ0 P Intlppiq, in particular, µ0 P Intppiq ‰ H. We have an
analogous statement for the right action pB, αÐξ , Aq.
(2) Suppose that B is cosmall, in particular, the canonical morphism γξ : AzβÐξ Ñ
AzzβÐξ is an isomorphism. Let
µ1 “
ˆ
A Ñ Azzβξ pγ
ξq´1Ñ Azβξ
˙
.
If Azβξ has a bimonoid structure such that the canonical morphism ι : Azβ Ñ A is a
bimonoid homomorphism, then we have Then we have
‚ µ1 P Intlpιq. In particular, Intlpιq ‰ H.
‚ µ1 ˝ ι “ idAzβÐξ . In particular, µ1 is normalized.‚
ι ˝ µ1 “ RβÐξ pσBq.
Here, σB is the normalized cointegral of B and βÐξ : A Ñ A b B is the induced
coaction by the homomorphism ξ.
If A is cocommutative, then µ1 P Intrpιq, in particular, µ1 P Intpιq ‰ H. We have an
analogous statement for the left coaction pB, βÑξ , Aq.
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Proof. We only prove the first claim here. Denote by j : αÑξ zzB Ñ B the canonical mor-
phism.
We prove that µ0 satisfies the axiom (6). Since γ “ξ γ is an isomorphism, it suffices to
show that ∇B ˝ ppµ0 ˝ γq b idBq “ µ0 ˝ ∇αÑξ zB ˝ pγ b piq. It is verified by Figure 11.
Figure 11.
We prove that µ0 satisfies the axiom (7). Due to the universality of pi : B Ñ αÑξ zB, it
suffices to show that pµ0 b idαÑξ zBq ˝ ∆αÑξ zB ˝ pi “ pidB b piq ˝ ∆B ˝ µ0 ˝ pi. It is verified by
Figure 12. Thus, we obtain µ0 P Intrppiq.
Figure 12.
We have pi ˝ µ0 “ξ γ ˝ pξγq´1 “ idαÑξ zB.
µ0 ˝ pi “ LαÑξ pσAq follows from the definition of αÑξ and Theorem 2.6.
From now on, we suppose that B is commutative and show that µ P Intlppiq. We prove
that µ0 satisfies the axiom (8). Since γ “ξ γ is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that
∇B ˝ pidB b pµ ˝ γqq “ µ ˝ ∇αÑξ zB ˝ ppi b γq. It is verified by Figure 13. We need the
commutativity of B here.
Figure 13.
We prove that µ0 satisfies the axiom (9). Due to the universality of pi : B Ñ αÑξ zB, it
suffices to show that pidαÑξ zBb µq ˝∆αÑξ zB ˝ pi “ ppib idq ˝∆B ˝ µ0 ˝ pi. It is verified by Figure
14.

Definition 6.2. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism. Sup-
pose that A is small and ξ is normal, i.e. B{αÐξ – Cokpξq – αÑξ zB. By Lemma 6.1, there
exists a normalized right integral along cokpξq : B Ñ Cokpξq. Analogously, there also exists
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Figure 14.
a normalized left integral along cokpξq. By Proposition 4.9, these coincide to each other, and
we denote the normalized integral by µ˜cokpξq P Intpcokpξqq.
Suppose that B is cosmall and ξ is conormal. Again by Lemma 6.1, we have a normalized
integral µ˜kerpξq P Intpkerpξqq.
Lemma 6.3. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism. Suppose
that A is small and the homomorphism ξ is normal. Then we have
cokpξq ˝ µ˜cokpξq “ idCokpξq
µ˜cokpξq ˝ cokpξq “ LαÑξ pσAq
“ RαÐξ pσAq
In particular, cokpξq is an epimorphism in C.
Suppose that B is cosmall and the canonical morphism ξ is conormal. Then we have,
µ˜kerpξq ˝ kerpξq “ idKerpξq
kerpξq ˝ µ˜kerpξq “ RβÐξ pσBq
“ LβÑξ pσBq
In particular, kerpξq is an monomorphism in C.
Proof. It follows from the definitions of µ˜cokpξq, µ˜kerpξq and the Key lemma. 
6.2. Construction. In this subsection, we introduce two notions : (weakly) well-decomposable
homomorphism and (weakly) Fredholm homomorphism. The main result is that a weakly
well-decomposable and weakly Fredholm homomorphism always has a normalized genera-
tor integral.
Definition 6.4. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism with a
kernel bimonoid Kerpξq. Suppose that Kerpξq is small and the canonical morphism kerpξq :
Kerpξq Ñ A is normal. We define a normalized integral along coimpξq “ cokpkerpξqq :
A Ñ Coimpξq by µ˜cokpζq in Definition 6.2 where ζ “ kerpξq. We denote it by µ˜coimpξq P
Intpcoimpξqq.
Analogously we define µ˜impξq : Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid
homomorphism with a cokernel bimonoid Cokpξq. Suppose that Cokpξq is cosmall and the
canonical morphism kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A is conormal. We define a normalized integral
along impξq “ kerpcokpξqq : A Ñ Impξq by µ˜kerpζq in Definition 6.2 where ζ “ cokpξq. We
denote it by µ˜impξq P Intpimpξqq.
Lemma 6.5. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism with a
kernel Kerpξq. Suppose that Kerpξq is small and the canonical morphism kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ
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A is normal. Then we have
coimpξq ˝ µ˜coimpξq “ idCoimpξq
µ˜coimpξq ˝ coimpξq “ LαÑkerpξqpσKerpξqq
“ RαÐkerpξqpσKerpξqq
In particular, coimpξq is an epimorphism in C.
An analogous statement for Impξq holds : Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a
bimonoid homomorphism with a cokernel Cokpξq. Suppose that Cokpξq is cosmall and the
canonical morphism cokpξq : B Ñ Cokpξq is conormal. Then we have,
µ˜impξq ˝ impξq “ idImpξq
impξq ˝ µ˜impξq “ RβÐcokpξqpσCokpξqq
“ LβÑcokpξqpσCokpξqq
In particular, impξq is an monomorphism in C.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.3. 
Definition 6.6. Let A, B be bimonoids in C. A bimonoid homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B is weakly
well-decomposable if following conditions hold :
‚ Kerpξq, Cokpξq, Coimpξq, Impξq exist.
‚ kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A is normal and cokpξq : B Ñ Cokpξq is conormal.
‚ ξ¯ : Coimpξq Ñ Impξq is an isomorphism.
A bimonoid homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B is well-decomposable if following conditions hold
:
‚ ξ is binormal. In particular, Kerpξq, Cokpξq exist.
‚ kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A is normal and cokpξq : B Ñ Cokpξq is conormal. In particular,
Coimpξq, Impξq exist.
‚ ξ¯ : Coimpξq Ñ Impξq is an isomorphism.
Definition 6.7. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a weakly well-decomposable homomorphism. The ho-
momorphism ξ is weakly Fredholm if the kernel bimonoid Kerpξq is small and the cokernel
bimonoid Cokpξq is cosmall. If ξ : A Ñ B is weakly Fredholm, then we define
µξ
def.“ µ˜coimpξq ˝ ξ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impξq : B Ñ A.
Here, we use the notations in Definition 6.4.
The homomorphism ξ is Fredholm if if both of the kernel bimonoid Kerpξq and the coker-
nel bimonoid Cokpξq are bismall.
Example 6.8. Let % : G Ñ H be a group homomorphism. It induces a bialgebra homomor-
phism %˚ : FG Ñ FH for a field F. %˚ is (weakly) well-decomposable if and only if the image
Imp%q is a normal subgroup of H. The homomorphism %˚ is weakly Fredholm if and only
if 7Kerp%q ă `8. The homomorphism %˚ is Fredholm if and only if 7Kerp%q ă `8 and
7Cokp%q ă `8.
Proposition 6.9. The unit ηA : 1Ñ A and the counit A : A Ñ 1 are well-decomposable.
The unit ηA is weakly Fredholm if and only if A is cosmall. Then µηA is well-defined and we
have µηA “ σA, the normalized cointegral of A.
The counit A is weakly Fredholm if and only if A is small. Then µA is well-defined and we
have µA “ σA, the normalized integral of A.
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Proof. We prove that ηA is well-decomposable and leave the proof of A to the readers. Note
that the unit bimonoid 1 is bismall since it has a normalized (co)integral. The bimonoid
homomorphism ηA is normal due to the canonical isomorphism αηAzA Ð A “ CokpηAq. The
bimonoid homomorphism ηA is conormal due to the canonical isomorphism 1zβηA Ñ 1 “
KerpηAq. Moreover, kerpηAq : KerpηAq “ 1 Ñ 1 and cokpηAq : A Ñ CokpηAq “ A are
normal and conormal due to Proposition 3.4. The final axiom is verified since η¯A : 1 “
CoimpηAq Ñ ImpηAq “ 1 is the identity.
The proof of µηA “ σA is obtained from the following Theorem 6.10. 
Theorem 6.10 (Existence of normalized generator integral). Let A, B be bimonoid and ξ :
A Ñ B be a weakly well-decomposable homomorphism. If ξ is weakly Fredholm, then µξ is a
normalized generator integral along ξ.
Proof. By Lemma 6.5, we have µ˜coimpξq P Intpcoimpξqq, µ˜impξq P Intpimpξqq. By Proposition
4.6, ξ¯´1 P Intpξ¯q. By Proposition 4.8, µξ is an integral along ξ.
Note that µξ ˝ ξ “ µ˜coimpξq ˝ coimpξq : By Lemma 6.5, we have
µξ ˝ ξ “
`
µ˜coimpξq ˝ ξ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impξq
˘ ˝ pimpξq ˝ ξ¯ ˝ coimpξqq
“ µ˜coimpξq ˝ ξ¯´1 ˝ ξ¯ ˝ coimpξq
“ µ˜coimpξq ˝ coimpξq
We prove that µξ is normalized, i.e. ξ ˝ µξ ˝ ξ “ ξ. By Lemma 6.5, we have
ξ ˝ µξ ˝ ξ “ ξ ˝ µ˜coimpξq ˝ coimpξq
“ ξ ˝ ∇A ˝ ppkerpξq ˝ σKerpξqq b idAq ˝ l´1A
“ ξ ˝ ∇A ˝ pkerpξq b idAq ˝ pσKerpξq b idAq ˝ l´1A
“ ξ
We prove that µξ is a generator. It suffices to show that µξ˝ξ˝µ “ µ for arbitrary µ P Intlpξq.
µξ ˝ ξ ˝ µ “ µ˜coimpξq ˝ coimpξq ˝ µ
“ ppkerpξq ˝ σKerpξqq b idAq ˝ l´1A ˝ µ
“ ppkerpξq ˝ σKerpξqq b µq ˝ l´1B
“ µ ˝ ppξ ˝ kerpξq ˝ σKerpξqq b idAq ˝ l´1A p7 µ P Intlpξqq
“ µ
In a similar way, we can prove the remaining parts. 
6.3. Commutativity in a square diagram. In this section, we discuss a commutativity of a
square diagram consisting of some homomorphisms and some integrals.
Lemma 6.11. Consider a following commutative diagram of bimonoid homomorphisms.
Suppose that ϕ, ψ are weakly well-decomposable and weakly Fredholm.
A C
B D
ϕ1
ϕ ψ
ψ1
Then we have ψ ˝ pϕ1 ˝ µϕq ˝ ϕ “ ψ ˝ pµψ ˝ ψ1q ˝ ϕ. In particular, if ϕ is an epimorphism in C
and ψ is a monomorphism in C, then ϕ1 ˝ µϕ “ µψ ˝ ψ1.
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Proof. Since µϕ is normalized, we have,
ψ ˝ ϕ1 ˝ µϕ ˝ ϕ “ ψ1 ˝ ϕ ˝ µϕ ˝ ϕ
“ ψ1 ˝ ϕ.
Since µψ is normalized, we have
ψ ˝ µψ ˝ ψ1 ˝ ϕ “ ψ ˝ µψ ˝ ψ ˝ ϕ1
“ ψ ˝ ϕ1.
It completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.12. Let A, B,C,D be bimonoids. Consider a commutative diagram of homomor-
phisms as below. Suppose that
‚ the induced bimonoid homomorphism Kerpϕq Ñ Kerpψq has a section in C, in par-
ticular, it is an epimorphism in C.
‚ the induced bimonoid homomorphism Cokpϕq Ñ Cokpψq has a retract in C, in par-
ticular it is a monomorphism in C.
If ϕ, ψ are weakly well-decomposable and weakly Fredholm, then we obtain µϕ, µψ in Defini-
tion 6.7 and we have µψ ˝ ψ1 “ ϕ1 ˝ µϕ.
A C
B D
ϕ1
ϕ ψ
ψ1
Proof. Note that the homomorphisms in the above diagram are decomposed into following
diagram.
A C
Coimpϕq Coimpψq
Impϕq Impψq
B D
ϕ1
coimpϕq
ϕ2
coimpψq
ϕ¯
µ˜coimpϕq
ψ¯
µ˜coimpψq
ψ2
impϕq impψq
ψ1
µ˜impϕq µ˜impψq
By Lemma 6.11, we have ϕ2 ˝ µ˜coimpϕq ˝ ϕ¯´1 “ ψ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impψq ˝ ψ2. Here, we use the fact that
coimpϕq is an epimorphism in C and impψq is a monomorphism in C by Lemma 6.5. Thus,
we have coimpψq ˝ ϕ1 ˝ µ˜coimpϕq ˝ ϕ¯´1 “ ψ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impψq ˝ ψ1 ˝ impϕq.
We claim that
(1) µ˜coimpψq ˝ coimpψq ˝ ϕ1 ˝ µ˜coimpϕq “ ϕ1 ˝ µ˜coimpϕq.
(2) µ˜impψq ˝ ψ1 ˝ impϕq ˝ µ˜impϕq “ µ˜impψq ˝ ψ1.
By these claims, we have
µψ ˝ ψ1 “ µ˜coimpψq ˝ ψ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impψq ˝ ψ1
“ µ˜coimpψq ˝ ψ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impψq ˝ ψ1 ˝ impϕq ˝ µ˜impϕq
“ µ˜coimpψq ˝ coimpψq ˝ ϕ1 ˝ µ˜coimpϕq ˝ ϕ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impϕq
“ ϕ1 ˝ µ˜coimpϕq ˝ ϕ¯´1 ˝ µ˜impϕq
“ ϕ1 ˝ µϕ.
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It suffices to prove the above claims.
From now on, we show the first claim. We use the hypothesis to prove ϕ1 ˝ kerpϕq ˝
σKerpϕq “ kerpψq ˝ σKerpψq. Since ϕ2 “ ϕ1|Kerpϕq : Kerpϕq Ñ Kerpψq has a section in C, we
have ϕ2 ˝ σKerpϕq “ σKerpψq by Proposition 2.7. Hence, we obtain ϕ1 ˝ kerpϕq ˝ σKerpϕq “
kerpψq ˝ ϕ2 ˝ σKerpϕq “ kerpψq ˝ σKerpψq.
Recall that µ˜coimpψq ˝ coimpψq : C Ñ C coincides with the multiplication with kerpψq ˝
σKerpψq : 1 Ñ C by Lemma 6.5. Then Figure 15 completes the proof of the first claim. The
Figure 15.
second claim is proved in an analogous way by applying Proposition 2.7 again. 
7. Application I : Induced bismallness
7.1. Bismallness of (co)kernels. In this subsection, we give some conditions where Kerpξq,
Cokpξq inherits a (co)smallness from that of the domain and the target of ξ.
Proposition 7.1. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism. Suppose that A is small, B is
cosmall. If ξ is normal, then Cokpξq is cosmall. If ξ is conormal, then Kerpξq is small.
Proof. We only prove the first claim. Let ξ be normal, in particular, Cokpξq “ αÑξ zB. There
exists a normalized cointegral of B since B is cosmall. We denote it by σB : B Ñ 1. Put
σ “ σB ˝ µ˜cokpξq : Cokpξq “ αÑξ zB Ñ 1. Note that σ P IntrpηαÑξ zBq due to Proposition 4.8.
In other words, σ is a right cointegral of αÑξ zB.
We prove that σ is normalized. Let pi : B Ñ αÑξ zB be the canonical morphism. We have
σ˝ηαÑξ zB “ σB˝µ˜cokpξq˝ηαÑξ zB “ σB˝µ˜cokpξq˝pi˝ηB. We apply µ˜cokpξq˝pi “ ∇B˝ppξ˝σAqbidBq
in Lemma 6.1 (1), and A ˝ σA “ id1 to obtain σ ˝ ηαÑξ zB “ id1. Hence, σ is a normalized
right cointegral of αÑξ zB “ Cokpξq.
Analogously, we use Cokpξq “ B{αÐξ to verify an existence of a normalized left cointegral
of Cokpξq.
By Lemma 2.39 [2], Cokpξq has a normalized cointegral.
By Theorem 5.9 [2], Cokpξq is cosmall. 
Proposition 7.2. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism. If A, B are small and ξ is
normal, then Cokpξq is small. If A, B are cosmall and ξ is conormal, then Kerpξq is cosmall.
Proof. We only prove the first claim. The bimonoid B has a unique normalized integral
σB : 1Ñ B. By Definition 6.2, a normalized integral µ˜cokpξq P Intpcokpξqq exists. By Lemma
6.3, µ˜cokpξq is a section of cokpξq in C. By Proposition 2.7, cokpξq˝σB is a normalized integral
of Cokpξq. By Theorem 5.9 [2], Cokpξq is small.
Likewise, we can prove that cokpξq˝σB is a right integral of Cokpξq, so that cokpξq˝σB is an
integral of Cokpξq. Moreover, the integral cokpξq˝σB is normalized since cokpξq˝cokpξq˝σB “
B ˝ σB “ id1. As a result, Cokpξq is small since it has a normalized integral. It completes
the proof. 
Corollary 7.3. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a well-decomposable homomorphism. If A is small and B
is cosmall, then ξ is weakly Fredholm. If both of A, B are bismall, then ξ is Fredholm.
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Proof. Suppose that A is a small bimonoid and B is a cosmall bimonoid. Since ξ is well-
decomposable, in particular normal (conormal, resp.), Cokpξq is cosmall (Kerpξq is small,
resp.) by Proposition 7.1.
Suppose that both of A, B are bismall. Then ξ is weakly Fredholm by the above discussion.
Moreover, Cokpξq is small and Kerpξq is cosmall by Proposition 7.2. 
7.2. Bismallness induced by exactness. In this subsection, we discuss some conditions for
(co)smallness of a bimonoid to be inherited from an exact sequence.
Lemma 7.4. Consider an exact sequence of bimonoids :
B ιÑ A piÑ C Ñ 1
Here, the exactness means that pi ˝ ι is trivial and the induced morphism Cokpιq Ñ C is an
isomorphism. If ι is normal and the bimonoids B, C are small, then A is small.
Proof. It suffices to prove that A has a normalized integral. We denote by σC the normalized
integral of C. Since B is small and ι is normal, we have a normalized integral µ˜cokpιq along
cokpιq (see Definition 6.2). Since Cokpιq – C by the assumption, we have a normalized
integral µ˜pi along pi. Then the composition µ˜pi ˝ σC : 1 Ñ A gives an integral of A by
Proposition 4.8. Moreover µ˜pi ˝ σC is normalized since A ˝ µ˜pi ˝ σC “ C ˝ pi ˝ µ˜pi ˝ σC “
C ˝ σC “ id1 by Key Lemma 6.1. It completes the proof. 
Theorem 7.5. Consider a chain complex of bimonoids.
B ιÑ A piÑ C pi1Ñ C1
Suppose that Cokpιq Ñ Kerppi1q is an isomorphism. If ι is normal, pi1 is conormal, B,C are
small and C1 is cosmall, then A is small.
Proof. By the assumption, we obtain an exact sequence in the sense of Lemma 7.4,
B ιÑ A p¯iÑ Kerppi1q Ñ 1.(13)
Note that Kerppi1q is small by Proposition 7.1. Since ι is normal and B,Kerppi1q are small, the
bimonoid A is small due to Lemma 7.4. 
We have an analogous statements as follows. For convenience of the readers, we give them
without proof.
Lemma 7.6. Consider an exact sequence of bimonoids :
1Ñ B ιÑ A piÑ C
Here, the exactness means that pi ˝ ι is trivial and the induced morphism B Ñ Kerpξq is an
isomorphism. If pi is conormal and the bimonoids B, C are cosmall, then A is cosmall.
Theorem 7.7. Consider a chain complex of bimonoids.
B1 ι
1Ñ B ιÑ A piÑ C
Suppose that Cokpι1q Ñ Kerppiq is an isomorphism. If ι1 is normal, pi is conormal, B1 are
small and B,C is cosmall, then A is small.
Corollary 7.8. Suppose that the monoidal structure of C is bistable and the additive category
HopfbcpCq is an abelian category. Consider an exact sequence in the abelian category,
B1 Ñ B Ñ A Ñ C Ñ C1.
If B1, B,C,C1 are bismall bimonoids., then the bimonoid A is bismall.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, any morphism in HopfbcpCq is binormal. We apply Theorem 7.5,
7.7. 
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8. Application II : Composition of integrals
8.1. Inverse volume. In this subsection, we introduce the notion of inverse volume vol´1pAq
of a bismall bimonoid A and generalize it as an invariant xξy of a bimonoid homomorphism
ξ. We discuss their basic properties.
Definition 8.1. Let A be a bismall bimonoid. Let σA : 1 Ñ A be its normalized integral
and σA : A Ñ 1 be its normalized cointegral. An inverse volume of A is an endomorphism
vol´1pAq : 1Ñ 1 defined by a compostiion,
vol´1pAq def.“ σA ˝ σA.
Example 8.2. Let G be a finite group. Let F be a field such that the characteristic of F is not
a divisor of the order 7G of G. Consider the SMC, VectbF . Then a Hopf monoid FG in VectbF ,
i.e. a Hopf algebra, is bismall. In particular,
σFpGq : FÑ FG ; 1 ÞÑ p7Gq´1
ÿ
gPG
g,
σFpGq : FG Ñ F ; g ÞÑ δepgq,
give a normalized integral and a normalized cointegral of FpGq respectively.. Then we have
vol´1pFpGqq : FÑ F ; 1 ÞÑ p7Gq´1.
Proposition 8.3. Let A, B be bismall bimonoids in C.
‚ vol´1p1q “ id1.
‚ A bimonoid isomorphism A – B implies vol´1pAq “ vol´1pBq.
‚ vol´1pA b Bq “ vol´1pAq ˚ vol´1pBq “ vol´1pAq ˝ vol´1pBq “ vol´1pBq ˝ vol´1pAq.
Here, ˚ is the convolution of morphisms between bimonoids.
‚ Let A_ be a dual bimonoid of A. Then A_ is bismall and we have
vol´1pA_q “ vol´1pAq.
Proof. Since σ1 “ σ1 “ id1, we have vol´1p1q “ id1.
If A – B as bimonoids, then their normalized (co)integrals coincide via that isomorphism
due to their uniqueness. Hence, we have vol´1pAq “ σA ˝ σA “ σB ˝ σB “ vol´1pBq.
Since σAbB “ σA b σB : 1 Ñ A b B and σAbB : σA b σB : A b B Ñ 1, we have
vol´1pAb Bq “ vol´1pAq ˚ vol´1pBq “ vol´1pAq ˝ vol´1pBq “ vol´1pBq ˝ vol´1pAq.
Recall that
σA_ “
´
1
coevAÑ A_ b A idA_bσAÑ A_ b 1 – A_
¯
σA
_ “
´
A_ – 1b A_ σAbidA_Ñ Ab A_ evAÑ 1
¯
It implies that σA
_ ˝ σA_ “ σA ˝ σA since lA ˝ pevA b idAq ˝ pidA b coevAq ˝ rA “ idA. 
Definition 8.4. Let A be a small bimonoid and B be a cosmall bimnoid. Let σA be the normal-
ized integral of A and σB be the normalized cointegral of B. For a bimonoid homomorphism
ξ : A Ñ B, we define a morphism xξy : 1Ñ 1 by
xξy def.“ σB ˝ ξ ˝ σA.
Remark 8.5. Since xidAy “ vol´1pAq by definitions, x´y is an extended notion of the inverse
volume in Definition 8.1. On the other hand, for some special ξ, we can compute xξy from an
inverse volume. See the next proposition.
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Proposition 8.6. Let A be a small bimonoid and B be a cosmall bimnoid. Let ξ : A Ñ B
be a bimonoid homomorphism. Suppose that a kernel bimoniod Kerpξq, a cokernel bi-
monoid Cokpξq, a coimage bimonoid Coimpξq, an image bimonoid Impξq exist. Suppose
that Kerpξq is small and Cokpξq is cosmall. Suppose that the canonical homomorphism
kerpξq : Kerpξq Ñ A is normal and cokpξq : B Ñ Cokpξq is conormal. Then for the canoni-
cal homomorphism ξ¯ : Coimpξq Ñ Impξq, we have,
xξy “ xξ¯y.
Moreover, if ξ¯ is an isomorphism (in particular, weakly well-decomposable), then we have
xξy “ xξ¯y “ vol´1pCoimpξqq “ vol´1pImpξqq.
Proof. It suffices to prove that xξy “ xξ¯y. Since xξy “ σB ˝ ξ ˝ σA “ σB ˝ impξq ˝ ξ¯ ˝
coimpξq ˝ σA, it suffices to show that coimpξq ˝ σA “ σCoimpξq and σB ˝ impξq “ σImpξq. The
morphism coimpξq (impξq, resp.) has a section (retract, resp.) in C by Lemma 6.5. Hence, the
compositions coim ˝ σA ( σB ˝ impξq, resp.) are normalized integrals by Proposition 2.7. It
completes the proof. 
8.2. Composition of integrals. In this section, we discuss a relation between two compos-
able integrals and their composition.
Theorem 8.7. Let A, B,C be bimonoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B, ξ1 : B Ñ C be bimonoid homomor-
phism. Suppose that
‚ ξ is normal, ξ1 is conormal. The composition ξ1 ˝ ξ is conormal (or normal).
‚ µ, µ1 are normalized integrals along ξ, ξ1 respectively. µ2 is a normalized integral
along ξ1 ˝ ξ, which is a generator.
Then we have,
µ ˝ µ1 “ xcokpξq ˝ kerpξ1qy ¨ µ2.
Here, we use the fact that Cokpξq is cosmall and Kerpξ1q is small by Corollary 4.14.
Proof. By Proposition 4.8, µ ˝ µ1 is an integral along the composition ξ1 ˝ ξ. By Theorem
5.10, there exists a unique λ P EndCp1q such that µ ˝ µ1 “ λ ¨ µ2 since ξ1 ˝ ξ is conormal (or
normal).
We have A ˝ µ2 ˝ ηC “ id1 due to the following computation :
A ˝ µ2 ˝ ηC “ pC ˝ ξ1 ˝ ξq ˝ µ2 ˝ pξ1 ˝ ξηAq
“ C ˝ pξ1 ˝ ξ ˝ µ2 ˝ ξ1 ˝ ξq ˝ ηA
“ C ˝ pξ1 ˝ ξq ˝ ηA p7 µ2 : normalizedq
“ id1
Hence it suffices to calculate A ˝ µ ˝ µ1 ˝ ηC to know λ. Since ξ1 is conormal, we have
a morphism Fˇpµ1q such that µ1 ˝ ηC “ kerpξ1q ˝ Fˇpµ1q (see Definition 4.12). Since ξ is
normal, we have a morphism Fˆpµq such that A ˝ µ “ Fˆpµq ˝ cokpξq. Since the integrals
µ, µ1 are normalized, Fˇpµ1q and Fˆpµq are normalized integrals by Theorem 4.13. By using
our notations, Fˇpµ1q “ σKerpξ1q and Fˆpµq “ σCokpξq. Therefore, we have A ˝ µ ˝ µ1 ˝ ηC “
σCokpξq ˝ cokpξq ˝ kerpξ1q ˝ σKerpξ1q “ xcokpξq ˝ kerpξ1qy by definitions. It completes the
proof. 
Corollary 8.8. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism. Suppose
that
‚ ξ is normal.
‚ µ is a normalized integral along ξ, σB is a normalized integral of B, and σA is a
normalized integral of A which is a generator.
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Then we have
µ ˝ σB “ vol´1pCokpξqq ¨ σA.
We have an analogous statement. Suppose that
‚ ξ is conormal.
‚ µ is a normalized integral along ξ, σA is a normalized cointegral of A, and σB is a
normalized integral of B which is a generator.
Then we have
σA ˝ µ “ vol´1pKerpξqq ¨ σB.
Proof. We prove the first claim. We replace ξ, ξ1 in Theorem 8.7 with ξ, B in the above
assumption. Then the assumption in Theorem 8.7 is satisfied.
We prove the second claim. We replace ξ, ξ1 in Theorem 8.7 with ηA, ξ in the above as-
sumption. Then the assumption in Theorem 8.7 is satisfied. 
Corollary 8.9. Let A, B be bimonoids and ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid homomorphism. Suppose
that
‚ ξ is binormal.
‚ There exists a normalized integral along ξ.
‚ A, B are bismall
‚ The normalized integral σA of A is a generator. The normalized cointegral σB of B is
a generator.
Then we have
vol´1pCokpξqq ˝ vol´1pAq “ vol´1pKerpξqq ˝ vol´1pBq.(14)
Proof. Since A, B are bismall, the counit A and the unit ηB are Fredholm. Since the counit
A and the unit ηB are well-decomposable, the normalized integral σA of A and te normalized
cointegral σB of B are generators by Theorem 6.10. Hence, the assumptions in Corollary 8.8
are satisfied. By Corollary 8.8, we obtain
µξ ˝ σB “ vol´1pCokpξqq ¨ σA,
σA ˝ µξ “ vol´1pKerpξqq ¨ σB.
Hence, we obtain vol´1pCokpξqq ¨ σA ˝ σA “ vol´1pKerpξqq ¨ σB ˝ σB, which is equivalent
with (14). 
Corollary 8.10. Let A, B,C be bimonoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B, ξ1 : B Ñ C be bimonoid
homomorphism. Suppose that ξ, ξ1, ξ1 ˝ ξ are well-decomposable and weakly Fredholm. Then
the integrals µξ, µξ1 , µξ1˝ξ in Definition 6.7 are defined and we have,
µξ ˝ µξ1 “ xcokpξq ˝ kerpξ1qy ¨ µξ1˝ξ.
Proof. Since ξ, ξ1, ξ1 ˝ξ are well-decomposable, in particular weakly well-decomposable, and
weakly Fredholm, we obtain normalized generator integrals µξ, µξ1 , µξ1˝ξ by Theorem 6.10.
Since ξ, ξ1, ξ1 ˝ ξ are well-decomposable, they satisfy the first assumption in Theorem 8.7.
The integrals µ “ µξ, µ1 “ µξ1 , µ2 “ µξ1˝ξ satisfy the second assumption in Theorem 8.7. 
8.3. Functorial integral. In this section, we consider following assumptions
‚ (Assumption 1) The monoidal structure of C is bistable.
‚ (Assumption 2) The additive category HopfbcpCq is an abelian category.
‚ (Assumption 3) If A is bismall Hopf monoid, then the inverse volume vol´1pAq is
invertible.
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We need those assumptions because we want to use the following properties :
We need (Assumption 1) to make use of Proposition 3.5, i.e. every homomorphism in
HopfbcpCq is binormal.
(Assumption 2) gives the following exact sequence : Let A, B,C be bimonoids. Let ξ :
A Ñ B, ξ1 : B Ñ C be bimonoid homomorphism. Then we have an exact sequence,
1Ñ Kerpξq Ñ Kerpξ1 ˝ ξq Ñ Kerpξ1q Ñ Cokpξq Ñ Cokpξ1 ˝ ξq Ñ Cokpξ1q Ñ 1(15)
Note that until this subsection, we use the notation Kerpξq,Cokpξq for the kernel and cok-
ernel in BimonpCq following D “ BimonpCq in Definition 3.1. In (15), Kerpξq, Cokpξq
denote a kernel and a cokernel in HopfbcpCq. In fact, these coincide with each other due to
(Assumption 1) and Proposition 3.6.
Furthermore, due to both of former two assumptions, every homomorphism in HopfbcpCq
is well-decomposable.
(Assumption 3) is necessary to define the notion of functorial integral in Definition 8.21.
We have a sufficient condition for (Assumption 3). As a corollary of Theorem 3.3 [6], if
C is a SMC with split idempotents, then the inverse volume defined in this paper is always
invertible.
Due to all of the assumptions, if A P HopfbcpCq is small and B P HopfbcpCq is cosmall,
then xξy is invertible for any bimonoid homomorphism ξ : A Ñ B. In fact, we can apply
Proposition 8.6 since ξ is well-decomposable and ξ¯ : Coimpξq Ñ Impξq is an isomorphism.
For a field F, the SMC C “ VecbF is an example satisfying the assumptions above.
Theorem 8.11. Let A, B,C be bicommutative Hopf monoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B, ξ1 : B Ñ C
be bimonoid homomorphism. If the bimonoid homomorphisms ξ, ξ1 are Fredholm, then the
composition ξ1 ˝ ξ is Fredholm. Moreover we have,
vol´1pKerpξqq ˝ vol´1pKerpξ1qq “ xcokpξq ˝ kerpξ1qy ˝ vol´1pKerpξ1 ˝ ξqq,
vol´1pCokpξqq ˝ vol´1pCokpξ1qq “ xcokpξq ˝ kerpξ1qy ˝ vol´1pCokpξ1 ˝ ξqq.
Proof. We have an exact sequence (15). By Corollary 7.8, Cokpξ1 ˝ ξq, Kerpξ1 ˝ ξq are bismall
since ξ, ξ1 are Fredholm, their kernels and cokernels are bismall. Hence, the composition ξ1˝ξ
is Fredholm.
We only prove the first equality. Denote by ϕ “ cokpξq ˝ kerpξ1q : Kerpξ1q Ñ Cokpξq.
From the exact sequence (15), we obtain an exact sequence,
1Ñ Kerpξq Ñ Kerpξ1 ˝ ξq Ñ Kerpξ1q Ñ Impϕq Ñ 1(16)
We apply Corollary 8.9 to obtain
vol´1pKerpξqq ˝ vol´1pKerpξ1qq “ vol´1pImpϕqq ˝ vol´1pKerpξ1 ˝ ξqq.
Our settings satisfy the second and fourth assumptions in Corollary 8.9 due to Theorem 6.10.
By Proposition 8.6, we have xϕy “ vol´1pImpϕqq. 
Remark 8.12. (Assumption 3) is not necessary to prove Theorem 8.11.
Definition 8.13. We define a subcategory Hopfbc,FrpCq of HopfbcpCq. It consists of all the
Fredholm homomorphisms. By Theorem 8.11, it is a well-defined category.
Remark 8.14. The category Hopfbc,FrpCq does not inherits an additive category structure
from that of HopfbcpCq.
Proposition 8.15. The category Hopfbc,bspCq of bicommutative bismall Hopf monoids is a
full subcategory of the category Hopfbc,FrpCq.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 7.3. 
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Definition 8.16. For morphisms ξ, ξ1 in Hopfbc,FrpCq, we define
ωpξ1, ξq def.“ xcokpξq ˝ kerpξ1qy P AutCp1q.
Here, we use (Assumption 3) to ensure that it is an automorphism on 1. Note that ω is a
2-cochain of the category Hopfbc,FrpCq with coefficients in the abelian group AutCp1q.
Proposition 8.17. The 2-cochain ω is a 2-cocycle, i.e. it satisfies the cocycle condition,
ωpξ2 ˝ ξ1, ξq ˝ ωpξ2, ξ1q “ ωpξ2, ξ1 ˝ ξq ˝ ωpξ1, ξq.
Proof. It is a corollary of Theorem 8.7. There is another way to prove the claim by following
proposition. 
Proposition 8.18. The 2-cocycle is exact, i.e. there exists a 1-cochain ν : ξ ÞÑ υpξq P AutCp1q
such that
ωpξ1, ξq “ υpξ1q´1 ˝ υpξ1 ˝ ξq ˝ υpξ1q´1.
Proof. Choose υ defined by υpξq “ vol´1pKerpξqq´1. Then the first equality in Theorem 8.11
proves the claim. 
Definition 8.19. Define υ0pξq def.“ vol´1pKerpξqq´1 and υ1pξq def.“ vol´1pCokpξqq´1, which are
examples of υ in Proposition 8.18. Let υdi f f be a 1-cocycle defined by υdi f f pξq def.“ υ1pξq ˝
υ0pξq´1.
Proposition 8.20. If we restrict the 1-cocycle υdi f f to Hopfbc,bspCq, then it is exact, i.e. there
exists a 0-chain θ of Hopfbc,bspCq such that
υdi f f pξq “ θpBq ˝ θpAq´1,
where ξ is a morphism from A to B.
Proof. Put θpAq “ vol´1pAq´1. Then by Corollary 8.9 we obtain the claim. 
Definition 8.21 (Functorial integral). Choose a 1-cochain υ in Proposition 8.18 such that
υpidAq “ id1 P AutCp1q. Note that there exists such a 1-cochain, for example υ0, υ1. Let A, B
be bicommutative Hopf monoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a Fredholm bimonoid homomorphism.
Then we define
ξ!
def.“ υpξq ¨ µξ.
Here, the integral µξ is defined in Definition 6.7.
Proposition 8.22. Let A be a bicommutative Hopf monoid. We have,
pidAq! “ idA.
Proof. It follows from υpidAq “ id1. 
Proposition 8.23. Let A, B,C be bicommutative Hopf monoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B, ξ1 : B Ñ C
be bimonoid homomorphisms. If ξ, ξ1, ξ1 ˝ ξ are weakly Fredholm, then we have
pξ1 ˝ ξq! “ ξ! ˝ ξ1!.(17)
Proof. By Theorem 8.11, we have
pξ1 ˝ ξq! “ υpξ1 ˝ ξq ¨ µξ1˝ξ
“ υpξ1 ˝ ξq ˝ ωpξ1, ξq´1 ¨ pµξ ˝ µξ1q
“ υpξq ˝ υpξ1q ¨ pµξ ˝ µξ1q
“ ξ! ˝ ξ1!.

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Corollary 8.24. The assignment ξ ÞÑ ξ! induces a functor
p´q! : Hopfbc,FrpCqop Ñ C
by which we assign the underlying object to a bicommutative Hopf monoid A.
Theorem 8.25. Consider υ “ υ0 (υ “ υ1, resp.) in Definition 8.21. Let A, B,C,D be
bicommutative Hopf monoids. Consider a commutative diagram of Fredholm bimonoid ho-
momorphisms. Suppose that
‚ the induced bimonoid homomorphism Kerpϕq Ñ Kerpψq is an isomorphism (an epi-
morphism resp.) in HopfbcpCq.
‚ the induced bimonoid homomorphism Cokpϕq Ñ Cokpψq is a monomorphism (an
isomorphism, resp.) in HopfbcpCq.
Then we have ϕ1 ˝ ϕ! “ ψ! ˝ ψ1.
A C
B D
ϕ1
ϕ ψ
ψ1
Proof. We prove the case υ “ υ0 and leave to the readers the case υ “ υ1.
We prove that there exists a section of the induced bimonoid homomorphism ϕ2 : Kerpϕq Ñ
Kerpψq in C. Since the bimonoid homomorphisms ϕ, ψ are Fredholm, Kerpϕq,Kerpψq are
bismall. By Corollary 7.3, ϕ2 is also Fredholm. In particular, Kerpϕ2q is small. Note that
Cokpkerpϕ2qq “ Kerpψq since ϕ2 is an epimorphism. Then, by the first claim in Lemma 6.3,
we obtain a section of ϕ2 in C.
By Theorem 6.12, we have µψ ˝ψ1 “ ϕ1 ˝ µϕ. Since ν0pϕq “ vol´1pKerpϕqq´1 and ν0pψq “
vol´1pKerpψqq´1, we obtain ψ! ˝ ψ1 “ ϕ1 ˝ ϕ!. 
9. Application III : Some invariants
We consider the same assumption in subsection 8.3.
9.1. Index of Fredholm homomorphism. In this subsection, we introduce the notion of
index of Fredholm homomorphisms and give its basic properties.
Definition 9.1. Let A, B be bicommutative Hopf monoids. For a bimonoid homomorphism
ξ : A Ñ B which is Fredholm, we define an index, Indpξq P EndCp1q, by
Indpξq def.“ vol´1pCokpξqq´1 ˝ vol´1pKerpξqq.
Here, ˚ is the convolution.
Remark 9.2. By Proposition 8.3, the convolution can be replaced with the composition of
morphisms.
Proposition 9.3. Let A, B be a bicommutative Hopf monoid. Then an isomorphism ξ : A Ñ B
is Fredholm and we have,
Indpξq “ id1.
Proof. It follows from the fact that Cokpξq “ Kerpξq “ 1. 
Proposition 9.4. Let A, B,C be bicommutative Hopf monoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B, ξ1 : B Ñ C be
bimonoid homomorphisms which are Fredholm. Then the composition ξ1 ˝ ξ is Fredholm and
we have
Indpξ1 ˝ ξq “ Indpξ1q ˝ Indpξq.
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Proof. By Theorem 8.11, ξ1 ˝ ξ is Fredholm. Moreover the equalities in that theorem yield
Indpξ1 ˝ ξq “ Indpξ1q ˚ Indpξq by definitions. 
Proposition 9.5. Let A, B be bicommutative Hopf monoids. Let ξ : A Ñ B be a bimonoid
homomorphism which is Fredholm. If A, B are bismall bimonoids, then the inverse volume of
them are defined and we have
Indpξq “ vol´1pBq´1 ˝ vol´1pAq.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 8.9. 
9.2. Euler characteristic of graded bicommutative Hopf monoids. In this subsection, we
introduce the notion of Euler characteristic of graded bicommutative Hopf monoid and give
its basic properties.
Definition 9.6. A graded bicommutative Hopf monoid tAquqPZ is a family of bicommutative
Hopf monoids Aq parametrized by Z.
A graded bicommutative Hopf monoid tAquqPZ is bounded below if Aq – 1, q ď q0 for
some q0 P Z.
A graded bicommutative Hopf monoid tAquqPZ is bounded above if Aq – 1, q ě q0 for
some q0 P Z.
A graded bicommutative Hopf monoid tAquqPZ is bounded if it is bounded below and
bounded above.
A graded bicommutative Hopf monoid tAquqPZ is bismall if every component Aq is bismall.
Definition 9.7. Let tAquqPZ be a graded bicommutative Hopf monoid. If tAquqPZ is bounded
and bismall, then we define its Euler characteristic by
χptAquqPZq def.“
ź
q
vol´1pAqqp´1qq`1 P EndCp1q.
Proposition 9.8. Let tAquqPZ, tBquqPZ, tCquqPZ be graded bicommutative Hopf monoids. Sup-
pose that they are bounded and bismall. If there exists an exact sequence,
¨ ¨ ¨Cq`1 Bq`1Ñ Aq ϕqÑ Bq ψqÑ Cq BqÑ Aq´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,(18)
then we have
χptAquqPZq ˝ χptCquqPZq “ χptBquqPZq.
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Proof.
χptAquqPZq ˚ χptBquqPZq´1 “
ź
q
´
vol´1pAqqp´1qq`1 ˚ vol´1pBqqp´1qq
¯
,
“
ź
q
Indpϕqqp´1qq`1 ,
“
ź
q
`
vol´1pCokpϕqqq´1 ˚ vol´1pKerpϕqqq
˘p´1qq`1
,
“
ź
q
`
vol´1pCoimpψqqq´1 ˚ vol´1pImpBq`1qq
˘p´1qq`1
,
“
ź
q
`
vol´1pCoimpψqqq´1 ˚ vol´1pImpBq`1qq
˘p´1qq`1
,
“
ź
q
vol´1pCoimpψqqqp´1qq ˚
ź
q
vol´1pImpBq`1qqp´1qq`1 ,
“
ź
q
vol´1pCoimpψqqqp´1qq ˚
ź
q
vol´1pImpBqqqp´1qq ,
“
ź
q
`
vol´1pCoimpψqqqp´1qq ˚ vol´1pImpBqqqp´1qq
˘
,
“
ź
q
vol´1pCqqp´1qq`1 .
The final equality is deduced from the following exact sequence and Proposition 9.5,
1Ñ Coimpψqq Ñ Cq Ñ ImpBqq Ñ 1.
This exact sequence is obtained from the exact sequence (18). 
Proposition 9.9. Let A‚ be a bounded chain complex of bismall bicommutative Hopf monoids.
Note that its homology theory HqpA‚q is bismall by Corollary 7.3. The chain complex A‚ in-
duces a bounded graded bicommutative Hopf monoid tAquqPZ. We have
χ ptHqpA‚quqPZq “ χ ptAquqPZq
Proof. We sketch the proof. It is shown analogously as the proof of the equality with respect
to the (classical) Euler characteristic of (bounded) graded vector spaces. Note that homology
theory HqpA‚q is defined as subquotient object. We apply Corollary 8.9 several times. 
Corollary 9.10. Let A be a bismall bicommutative Hopf monoid. Let X0, X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ XN be a
sequence of finite sets. Consider a chain complex
A‚ : ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 1Ñ AXN BÑ AXN´1 BÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ AX1 BÑ AX0 Ñ 1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Put χ ptXquqPZq “ řq pp´1qq ¨ 7Xqq P Z. Then we have,
χ ptHqpA‚quqPZq “ vol´1pAq´χptXquqPZq.
Proof. By Proposition 9.9, it suffices to compute χ ptAXquqPZq. By definitions we have
χ ptAXquqPZq “
ź
q
vol´1pAXqqp´1qq`1
“
ź
q
vol´1pAqp´1qq`1¨7Xq
“ vol´1pAq´χptXquqPZq.
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It completes the proof. 
Example 9.11. Let A be a bismall bicommutative Hopf monoid. For a finite cell-complex K,
we have,
χ ptHqpK; AquqPZq “ vol´1pAq´χpKq.
Here, HqpK; Aq is the q-th singular homology theory of K with coefficients in A and χpKq is
the Euler characteristic of the cell-complex K. In particular, if C “ VecbF and A is the Hopf
algebra FG induced by a finite abelian group G whose order does not divide the characteristic
of F, then we have
χ ptHqpK;FGquqPZq “ p7GqχpKq .
10. A remark on Fredholm homomorphisms between abelian groups
In this section, we characterize the set of Fredholm homomorphisms and compute some in-
dexes based on more familiar settings : Hopf algebras induced by (mainly, finitely-generated
abelian) groups and their homomorphisms. For simplicity, we say that a group homomor-
phism % is Fredholm over a field F if the induced Hopf algebra homomorphism F% is Fred-
holm. If a homomorphism % is Fredholm over a field F, then we denote by IndFp%q P F˚
the index of the induced Hopf algebra homomorphism F%. Here F˚ is the subset of nonzero
elements in the field F.
10.1. Preliminaries. The notion of index in this paper could be understood as a generaliza-
tion of the index of subgroups in the elementary group theory.
In this subsection, we give equivalent conditions of Fredholmness for group cases in Propo-
sition 10.3.
Definition 10.1. For a field F, we define an abelian group F˚ by
F˚ def.“ tλ P F ; λ ‰ 0u.(19)
The group structure is given by the multiplication of the field F.
Definition 10.2. Let G,H be groups and % : G Ñ H be a group homomorphism whose image
is normal subgroup of H. The homomorphism % is Fredholm over a field F if the induced Hopf
algebra homomorphism F% is Fredholm in Definition 6.7. We denote by FredFpG,Hq the set
of Fredholm homomorphisms over F from G to H. If G “ H, then we simply write FredFpGq
If % is Fredholm over a field F, we define
IndFp%q def.“ IndpF%q P F˚.
Here, the index IndpF%q in the right hand side is defined in Definition 9.1. It defines a fol-
lowing map, called index map,
IndF : FredFpG,Hq Ñ F˚.(20)
Proposition 10.3. Let F be a field with characteristic p ě 0. Let G,H be groups and % :
G Ñ H be a group homomorphism whose image is normal subgroup of H. Then the Hopf
algebra homomorphism F% is binormal. The Hopf algebra homomorphism F% is Fredholm if
and only if both of the kernel and cokernel of % are finite groups and their orders are coprime
to p ě 0. Moreover, we have
IndFp%q “ 7Cokp%q{7Kerp%q P F˚.(21)
It is well-defined since the order 7Kerp%q is coprime to p.
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Proof. Note that the linearization functor Fp´q : Setsˆ Ñ VecbF induces an fully faith-
ful functor from the category of abelian groups to the category of bicommutative Hopf
algebras. Moreover the induced functor is an exact functor. Thus, we have CokpF%q –
FCokp%q and KerpF%q – FKerp%q. Since the characteristic of F is zero, CokpF%q,KerpF%q
are bismall if and only if the groups Cokp%q, Kerp%q are finite groups. Moreover, we have
vol´1pCokpF%qq´1 “ 7Cokp%q and vol´1pKerpF%qq´1 “ 7Kerp%q so that we obtain the for-
mula of the index. 
Corollary 10.4. Let F be a field with characteristic of zero. Let H be a group and G be a
normal subgroup of H such that the index rH : Gs is finite. If we denote by i : G Ñ H the
inclusion, then the homomorphism i is Fredholm and we have
IndFpiq “ rH : Gs.(22)
Proof. It follows from the fact rH : Gs “ 7Cokpiq{7Kerpiq and Proposition 10.3. 
10.2. Ground field of characteristic zero. In this subsection, we assume that the ground
field F is of characteristic zero. We show the main theorems under the assumption that the
characteristic is zero.
Proposition 10.5. Let G,H be abelian groups and % : G Ñ H be a group homomorphism
which is Fredholm over F. For a group homomorphism ε : G Ñ H whose image is a finite
group, the group homomorphism p%` εq : G Ñ H is Fredholm over the field F and we have
IndFp%` εq “ IndFp%q.(23)
Proof. Let K be the image of . Denote by f0 : G Ñ G ˆ K, f1 : G ˆ K Ñ H ˆ K and
f2 : H ˆ K Ñ H the group homomorphisms defined by
f0pgq “ pg, εpgqq,(24)
f1pg, kq “ p%pgq, kq,(25)
f2ph, kq “ h` k.(26)
Note that f2 ˝ f1 ˝ f0 “ % ` ε and f0, f1, f2 are Fredholm over the field F. Hence, their
composition p%` εq is Fredholm over the field F and we have
Indp f2 ˝ f1 ˝ f0q “ Indp f2q ¨ Indp f1q ¨ Indp f0q(27)
“ 17K ¨ Indp%q ¨
7K
1
(28)
“ Indp%q.(29)
It completes the proof. 
Lemma 10.6. Let G,H be freely generated abelian groups with finite ranks and % : G Ñ H
be a homomorphism. Then the homomorphism % is Fredholm over the field F if and only if
rankpGq “ rankpHq and % is injective.
Proof. We have elementary divisors of % given by e1, e2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , em P Zą0 such that
e1|e2| ¨ ¨ ¨ |em.(30)
Suppose that F% is Fredholm. Note that the linearization functor Fp´q : Setsˆ Ñ VecbF
induces an fully faithful functor from the category of abelian groups to the category of bi-
commutative Hopf algebras. Moreover the induced functor is an exact functor. Since F%
is Fredholm, both of the kernel and the cokernel of % are finite groups. Hence, we have
rankpGq “ m “ rankpHq. In particular, % is injective due to elementary divisors.
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Suppose that rankpGq “ rankpHq and % is injective. Then we have m “ rankpGq “
rankpHq. Hence, the kernel of % is trivial and the cokernel of % is isomorphic to the finite
abelian group,
X “ pZ{e1Zq ˆ pZ{e2Zq ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pZ{enZq.(31)
Since the kernel and cokernel of F% are F and FX repectively, the Hopf algebra homomor-
phism F% is Fredholm. It completes the proof. 
Proposition 10.7. Let G,H be finitely generated abelian groups and % : G Ñ H be a homo-
morphism. Choose a section of the section s of the projection G Ñ FreepGq and denote by
piH the projection H Ñ FreepHq. Then the homomorphism % is Fredholm over the field F if
and only if rankpGq “ rankpHq and piH ˝ % ˝ s is injective.
Proof. Suppose that the Hopf algebra homomorphism F% is Fredholm. Note that the cokernel
and kernel of group homomorphisms piH, s are finite groups. The Hopf algebra homomor-
phisms FpiH,Fs are Fredholm. Since a composition of Fredholm homomorphisms yields a
Fredholm homomorphism, pFpiHq˝ pF%q˝ pFsq “ FppiH ˝%˝ sq is Fredholm. Since the domain
and codomain of ppiH ˝ % ˝ sq are freely generated, by Lemma 10.6 rankpGq “ rankpHq and
the group homomorphism piH ˝ % ˝ s is injective.
Suppose that rankpGq “ rankpHq and piH ˝ % ˝ s is injective. By Lemma 10.6, piH ˝ % ˝ s
is Fredholm. Since s, piH are Fredholm, we see that the composition ps1 ˝ piH ˝ % ˝ s ˝ piGq is
Fredholm where s1 is a section of piH. It is obvious that the group homomorphisms pidH´ s1 ˝
piHq and pidG´ s˝piGq have finite images. Hence, ps1˝piH ˝%q “ s1˝piH ˝%˝pidG´ s˝piGq`ps1˝
piH ˝%˝ s˝piGq is Fredholm by Proposition 10.5. Likewise, % “ pidH´ s1 ˝piHq ˝%` s1 ˝piH ˝%
is also Fredholm by Proposition 10.5. 
Proposition 10.8. Let G be an abelian group. Denote by IndFpFredFpGqq the image of the
index map. Then we have,
IndFpFredFpGqq “
#
t1u p7G ă 8q
N p7G “ 8q(32)
Here, we consider the set of natural numbers N “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u as a subset of F˚.
Proof. Suppose that G is a finite group. For a Fredholm homomorphism f on G, the order
of its kernel and cokernel is always the same. It implies that the index is always trivial. It
completes the proof of the first claim.
Suppose that G is an infinite group. Consider a decomposition G – Zˆn ˆ TorpGq where
Zˆn is the free part and TorpGq is the torsion. By Proposition 10.5, for any Fredholm endo-
morphism f on G, there exists a Fredholm endomorphism h on G such that h “ ph0, 0q under
the above decomposition and IndFp f q “ IndFphq. If we consider elementary factor decom-
position of h, then it is obvious that IndFphq P N. It shows that IndFpFredFpGqq Ă N. For
any natural number r, the Fredholm homomorphism px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn, yq ÞÑ pr ¨ x1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ xn, yq
has an index of r. It completes the proof. 
Before we go further, we give a brief observation. We consider the freely generated abelian
group G “ H “ Zˆn for some integer n ě 0. By Proposition 10.7, an endomorphism
f on Zˆn is Fredholm over the field F if and only if the map f is injective. Hence, for
f P FredFpZˆnq, we have detp f q P Zzt0u, i.e. the determinant of f is nonzero. We obtain a
monoid homomorphism,
det : FredFpZˆnq Ñ Zzt0u.(33)
Here, we consider Z˚ as a monoid by the multiplication of integers.
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Proposition 10.9. The following diagram commutes.
FredFpZˆnq Zzt0u
FredFpZˆnq N
det
|p´q|
IndF
In particular, the index map induces a monoid homomorphism
IndF :
`
FredFpZˆnq{GLnpZqop ˆGLnpZq
˘Ñ N.(34)
The induced map IndF is a monoid isomorphism for n “ 1.
Proof. The proof is based on the observation |detpg f q| “ |detp f q| “ |detp f gq| and IndFpg f q “
IndFp f q “ IndFp f gq for f P FredFpZˆnq and g P GLnpZq. If we take the elementary factors
of f P FredFpZˆnq, then we obtain the results. 
10.3. Ground field of positive characteristic. In this subsection, we assume that the ground
field F has a characteristic of p ą 0.
Proposition 10.10. Let G,H be abelian groups and % : G Ñ H be a group homomorphism.
For a group homomorphism ε : G Ñ H whose image is a finite group whose order is coprime
to p, the group homomorphism p%` εq : G Ñ H is Fredholm over the field F and we have
IndFp%` εq “ IndFp%q P F˚.(35)
Proof. The proof is parallel with that of Proposition10.5 but we should be careful that the
order of K in this case needs to be coprime to p. 
Lemma 10.11. Let G0,G1,H0,H1 be abelian groups. Let f00 : G0 Ñ H0, f11 : G1 Ñ H1,
f10 : G0 Ñ H1 be group homomorphisms. Denote by f : G0 ˆ G1 Ñ H0 ˆ H1 the group
homomorphism given by
f px, yq “ p f00pxq, f10pxq ` f11pyqq, px, yq P G0 ˆG1.(36)
Then the following sequence of homomorphisms
0 Ñ G1 Ñ G0 ˆG1 Ñ G0 f10Ñ H1 Ñ H0 ˆ H1 Ñ H0 Ñ 0(37)
induces an exact sequence,
0 Ñ Kerp f11q Ñ Kerp f q Ñ Kerp f00q Ñ Cokp f11q Ñ Cokp f q Ñ Cokp f00q Ñ 0(38)
Proof. It follows from the definition of exactness. We leave it to the readers. 
Let G be a finitely generated abelian group. We choose subgroups G0,G1,G2 of G such
that
(1) The group G0 is free over Z.
(2) The groups G1,G2 are finite groups.
(3) The order 7G1 is a power of p.
(4) The order 7G2 is coprime to p.
(5) G0 ˆG1 ˆG2 Ñ G ; px0, x1, x2q ÞÑ x0 ` x1 ` x2 is an isomorphism.
For another finitely generated abelian group H, we consider such subgroups H0,H1,H2. For
a group homomorphism f : G Ñ H, we decompose it under the above decompositions, i.e.
there exist group homomorphisms fi j : G j Ñ Hi for i, j P t0, 1, 2u such that f px0` x1` x2q “ř
i j fi jpx jq.
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Lemma 10.12. We have ¨˝
f00 f01 f02
f10 f11 f12
f20 f21 f22
‚˛“
¨˝
f00 0 0
f10 f11 0
f20 0 f22
‚˛(39)
Proof. Since any homomorphism from a torsion groups to a free abelian group is zero, we
have f01 “ 0 “ f02. Suppose that i ‰ j for i, j P t1, 2u. Then we have 7Gi ¨ 7Cokp fi jq “
7H j ¨ 7Kerp fi jq. Note that the orders 7Gi and 7H j are coprime. It implies that 7Gi | 7Kerp fi jq.
Since 7Kerp fi jq | 7Gi, we obtain 7Kerp fi jq “ 7Gi, i.e. fi j “ 0 for i, j P t1, 2u such that i ‰ j.
It completes the proof. 
Proposition 10.13. Let G,H be finitely generated abelian groups as before. The homomor-
phism f : G Ñ H is Fredholm over F if and only if the following conditions hold :
(1) We have rankpG0q “ rankpH0q. Equivalently, we have rankpGq “ rankpHq.
(2) The determinant detp f00q is coprime to p where we choose basis of G0,H0. In partic-
ular, f00 is injective.
(3) The homomorphism f11 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose that f is Fredholm over F. By Lemma 10.12, we can apply Proposition 10.11.
By Proposition 10.11, we obtain an exact sequence as follows.
0 Ñ Kerp f11q ˆ Kerp f22q Ñ Kerp f q Ñ Kerp f00q Ñ Cokp f11q ˆCokp f22q Ñ Cokp f q Ñ Cokp f00q Ñ 0
(40)
Since f00 is a homomorphism between freely generated abelian groups, the kernel Kerp f00q is
also a freely generated abelian group. Note that Kerp f q is a finite group since f is Fredholm.
The homomorphism Kerp f q Ñ Kerp f00q is trivial so that Kerp f11q ˆ Kerp f22q – Kerp f q by
the exact sequence. Since the order 7Kerp f q is coprime to p, the orders 7Kerp f11q is coprime
to p. Since f11 is a homomorphism between groups with orders of powers of p, we have
7Kerp f11q “ 1, which implies that f11 is injective.
Note that f11, f22 are homomorphisms between finite groups. It implies that Cokp f11q ˆ
Cokp f22q is a finite group. Since the freely generated abelian group Kerp f00q is a subgroup of
Cokp f11qˆCokp f22q, the kernel Kerp f00q is trivial, which implies that f00 is injective. Hence,
we obtain an exact sequence
0 Ñ Cokp f11q ˆCokp f22q Ñ Cokp f q Ñ Cokp f00q Ñ 0(41)
In particular, Cokp f00q is a finite group. An injective homomorphism f00 with a finite cok-
ernel has domain and codomain with the same ranks. In other words, we have rankpGq “
rankpG0q “ rankpH0q “ rankpHq.
From the exact sequence above, we have 7Cokp f q “ 7Cokp f00q ¨ 7Cokp f11q ¨ 7Cokp f22q.
Since 7Cokp f q is coprime to p by the Fredholmness of f , the orders 7Cokp fiiq are coprime
to p for i “ 0, 1, 2. The absolute value of the determinant |detp f00q| is coprime to p since
7Cokp f00q is coprime to p. We also have Cokp f11q “ 1 since f11 is a homomorphism between
groups with orders of powers of p. Thus, the homomorphism f11 is an isomorphism. Above
all, we prove the three claims starting from assuming Fredholmness of f .
Let us prove the reverse. We assume the three conditions in the statement. Recall the exact
sequence (40). Then we obtain
(1) trivialness of the groups Kerp f11q,Kerp f00q,Cokp f11q
(2) an isomorphism Kerp f22q – Kerp f q
(3) an exact sequence 0 Ñ Cokp f22q Ñ Cokp f q Ñ Cokp f00q Ñ 0
The orders 7Kerp f22q, 7Cokp f22q are coprime to p since the orders 7G2, 7H2 are coprime to
p. It implies the order 7Kerp f q is coprime to p. The order Cokp f00q is coprime to p since
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the determinant detp f00q is coprime to p. It implies the order Cokp f q is coprime to p. It
completes our proof. 
Proposition 10.14. Let G be a finitely generated abelian group. Denote by IndFpFredFpGqq
the image of the index map. Then we have,
IndFpFredFpGqq “
#
t1u p7G ă 8q
F p˚ p7G “ 8q
(42)
Proof. The proof is parallel with that of Proposition 10.8. 
Proposition 10.15. Denote by pi : ZzpZ Ñ Fp˚ the canonical projection. The following
diagram commutes.
FredFpZˆnq ZzpZ
FredFpZˆnq F p˚
det
pi
IndF
In particular, the index map induces a monoid homomorphism
IndF :
`
FredFpZˆnq{GL`n pZqop ˆGL`n pZq
˘Ñ F˚p.(43)
For n “ 1, the left hand side of (43) is naturally isomorphic to ZzpZ, and under the isomorp-
shim, the map IndF coincides with the canonical projection ZzpZÑ F p˚.
Proof. The proof is parallel with that of Proposition 10.9. 
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